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With most petting methods, you must first determine 
if your cat is in the mood. Unlike attention-mongering 
dogs, a cat doesn’t need you as much, so the Five-
Second pet is the best way to find out if your cat will 
allow some a�ection. It’s a quick acknowledgment 
that you and your feline coexist in each other’s 
space, and they’re able to get their pheromones all 
over you and claim you as theirs without taking 
too much time out of their day. Go for the scent 
glands in the cheeks, under the chin, behind the 
ears, or base of the tail. But make it quick! Your goal 
here is to play hard-to-get. Act indi�erent and your 
cat might find you more interesting.

Five-Second Pet

WHERE TO 
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A VOCAB GUIDE ON RACISM FROM A TO  Z
By Maya Ealey

From Assimilation to Police Brutality, Reparations to Tokenism, 
Colorism to White Supremacy, this book is a visual vocabulary guide 
on racism, told through the letters of the alphabet. Filled with clever 
illustrations, engaging definitions, and personal anecdotes, this book 
makes complex topics feel engaging and accessible, offering an 
essential starting point for understanding systemic racism. Although 
this book is not a definitive guide on racism, it will equip readers 
with the language to have important conversations with their 

peers, offer insight into the experiences of people of color, and encourage unlearning, further 
education, and necessary action.  

Jacketed hardcover, $18.95, 203 x 203 mm, 192 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022 

FROM GAY TO Z: A QUEER COMPENDIUM 

By Justin Sayre

Based on Sayre’s five-part show in New York City, this humorous 
illustrated compendium celebrates LGBTQIA+ history and 
culture, from A to Z. From ABBA to addiction, hair and makeup to 
HIV, Fannie Flagg to fierce, Sayre offers their own perspective on 
the things that have influenced gay culture today, including iconic 
figures, historical moments, ongoing issues in the LGBTQIA+ 
community, and everything in between. As gay culture is always 
evolving and different for everyone, this book does not serve 

as a definitive guide—instead, Sayre encourages readers to use this knowledge to reflect on 
the things that have informed their personal identities. Engagingly written and beautifully 
designed, From Gay to Z is a distinctive and dynamic look at gay culture for LGBTQIA+ 
readers everywhere.

Hardcover, $24.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 304 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, unjacketed, Spring 2022 

HOW WE ROLL

By Noah Rubin 

Go beyond the classic joint with these fifty unique ways of rolling 
up your favorite herbal concoction. From the basics to The 
Scorpion, The Holy Cross, and everything in between, How We Roll
humorously explores the lifestyle and art of the joint. With eye-
catching illustrations, step-by-step instructions, DIY tips, exclusive 
celebrity interviews, fun quizzes, dynamic infographics, and facts 

about how other countries roll, this is the perfect gift for any weed connoisseur.  

Jacketed hardcover, $16.95, 152 x 152 mm, 144 pages, two-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022 

Entertainment and Pop Culture

FRIENDS TO KEEP IN ART AND LIFE

By Nicole Tersigni

From the author of the bestselling Men to Avoid in Art and Life, 
Nicole Tersigni’s next installment pairs fine art with hilarious captions 
that celebrate the multitude of friendships between women and why 
each one is so important. Divided into five sections representing 
different kinds of friends—from friends at work to the friends who 
would help you bury a body no questions asked—this laugh-out-loud 

book perfectly captures the quirky, intimate, and beautiful moments that bond women together.  

Hardcover, $14.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 96 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022 

SEX AND THE SINGLE PANDA

The Revolting Pursuit of Love in the Animal Kingdom
By Dahlia Gallin Ramirez

All about the absurdities of animal courtship, this illustrated 
humor book details the factual—and often disgusting—mating 
habits of a wide variety of animals gone wild, from big beasts 
to wee beasties. Through a series of funny dating profiles, find 
out more about the unbelievably weird romantic pursuits of 
a variety of bachelors, bachelorettes, and non-gender-binary 

bachelorx, from capuchin monkeys and praying mantises to hyenas and hippos. Raunchy, yet 
informational, and packed with helpful infographics, guides, and more, this is a laugh-out-loud 
delight for animal lovers and comedy fans alike.

Hardcover, $15.95, 152.4 x 152.4 mm, 176 pages, full-color illustrations, unjacketed, Spring 2022 

HOW TO PET A CAT 

By Angela Staehling 

We all know cats have strong preferences when it comes to 
physical touch ranging from, “This will do,” to “This is absolutely 
unacceptable.” This book is a humorous illustrated guide to how to 
pet our feline friends. Featuring around 25 different pets, readers 
will learn through tongue-in-cheek directions and quirky diagrams 
what cats do and don’t like, and why. Staehling also explores how 

cats express content—or discontent—through body language and sounds, and provides credible 
resources for those who would like to learn more. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $12.95, 152 x 152 mm, 80 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

by  Nicole Tersigni

Foreword by Jen Kirkman

Friends 
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ANYONE CAN COOK
A Ratatouille Recipe Journal 

The Anyone Can Cook recipe journal is a treasured keepsake 
for fans of the classic Pixar film Ratatouille and a hard-working 
culinary notebook for cooks of all skill levels. Novices and head 
chefs alike will love this journal’s recipe template, conversion 
and substitution charts, and playful illustrations inspired by the 
film. Each page offers plenty of room to record special dishes and 
family favorites alongside ingredients lists, reviews, and tips and 
tricks from the kitchen. In the immortal words of Ratatouille’s 
chef Auguste Gusteau: Anyone can cook! And fans of the film will 

agree, this deluxe journal is the perfect home for any kind of recipe.

Thin board journal, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 144 pages, full-color spot illustrations| lined, elastic band closure, Spring 2022

THE ART OF ENCANTO FALL 2021 
THE ART OF TURNING RED SPRING 2022 
THE ART OF LIGHTYEAR SUMMER 2022 

Each of these three new volumes in the ART OF series from The 
Walt Disney Animation Studios and Pixar Animation Studios 
present the stunning production artwork and fascinating stories 
behind each upcoming film’s creation. Featuring character designs, 
storyboards, colorscripts, and much more, along with exclusive 
interviews from the creative teams and behind-the-scenes details, 
these collectible books are treasure troves for aspiring animators 
and Disney and Pixar fans alike.  

Jacketed hardcover, $42.50, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 160-176 pages, full color illustrations 
throughout, Fall 2021 and Spring 2022 

LEGO® HEROES 

Discover the possibilities of LEGO® bricks with this inspirational 
book. LEGO® Heroes profiles people of all ages who have solved 
unique, real-world problems using LEGO bricks. From building 
prosthetics to improving the architecture of cities, these are stories 
of kindness, innovation, and the endless limits of one’s imagination. 
Interspersed with inspiring images, fun facts, and pull quotes, this 
book highlights the creativity and joy brought to others through the 
power of LEGO bricks.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 203 x 203 mm, 112 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2021  

LEGO® MYSTERY MINIFIGURE MINI PUZZLES (BLUE EDITION) 

12-UNIT CDU 

A surprise mini puzzle for fans of LEGO® minifigures! Fans can 
collect and build six all-new designs—four minifigures are revealed 
on the puzzle packaging while two remain “super-secret” to keep 
builders guessing until the last piece is placed. Test your puzzle skills 
and LEGO knowledge--you’ll have to complete the puzzle to find out 
which mystery minifigure you have! Two of each design appear in this 
pre-packed 12-unit display. 

Box with lid, $8.95 ($107.40 per CDU/12 units), 101.6 x 127 x 50.8 mm, 126-piece puzzle, Spring 2022  

LEGO® UNTITLED 1000-PIECE PUZZLE 

Get ready LEGO® builders, the next puzzle challenge in the 
bestselling LEGO puzzle line is here! These 1,000 pieces come 
together to reveal an imaginative LEGO image, artfully realized in 
thousands of bricks. Perfect for the whole family, but just as fun to 
take on solo, this puzzle showcases the creativity and delight integral 
to the LEGO brand. Puzzle title and image to be revealed soon! 

Box with lid, $17.95, 228.6 x 279.4 mm (635 x 508 mm assembled puzzle), 1000-piece puzzle,  

Fall 2022 
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I’M MORE DATEABLE THAN A PLATE OF REFRIED BEANS 
By Ginny Hogan

This collection of humor observations explores modern romance 
and the way technology has changed how we date. Told through 
hilarious and absurd essays, short stories, and lists, comedian Ginny 
Hogan addresses each stage of a relationship, from meeting on an 
app to becoming official, to breaking up or getting married, to being 
single. With an engaging graphic design, this book begs to be shared 
with friends and will look excellent sat next to your phone full of 
Tinder notifications. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 152 x 203 mm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, 
Spring 2022

I LOVE YOU LIKE
By Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar

How do you I love you? The comparisons are endless! I love you 
like pizza loves cheese, like a sailor loves a breeze, and like a lemon 
loves a squeeze. And that’s just the beginning! From the bestselling 
creators of Happiness Is . . . and Me Without You comes an 
irresistible, heartfelt, and humorous ode to love that will delight 
kids and adults every day of the year. This poignant gift book makes 
a memorable keepsake, just right for celebrating any moment of 
affection, big or small.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $9.95, 11 x 15 cm, 60 pages, full-color illustrations, all ages, 300 words, 
Fall 2022 

NATURE SWAGGER
By Rue Mapp 

Nature Swagger is a visual celebration of Black joy in outdoor spaces. 
Filled with gorgeous photography and compelling storytelling, the 
book brings together inspiring stories from outdoor leader Rue Mapp, 
founder of Outdoor Afro, and a wide range of contributors who share 
their experiences of self-discovery, healing, connection, and joy in the 
natural world. Brimming with evocative imagery and stirring first person 
narratives, poems, essays, and interviews, this book celebrates the rich 

history of Blackness in the outdoors and invites readers to reconnect with the power of nature.  

Unjacketed hardcover, 184 x 235 mm, 224 pages, more than 100 full-color photographs, 30,000 words, Fall 2022 

THE ART OF WHISKY
The Vanishing Spirits of Single Malt Scotch 
Photographs by Ernie Button

The Art of Whisky is a breathtaking and unusual gift book for 
whisky connoisseurs celebrating the spirit from an unexpectedly 
beautiful angle. At the bottom of nearly empty whisky glasses 
there can be found an intricate pattern, each as unique as a 
snowflake. Award-winning photographer Ernie Button uses 
inventive lighting techniques to capture these patterns in 

exquisite images, evoking earthly landscapes and extraterrestrial visions, with each more 
amazing than the next. This book collects nearly 100 of those images and adds delightful 
touches such as tasting notes, as well as a text on the science of what we’re seeing, and writing 
about single malt Scotch by Scotland’s leading whisky expert Charles MacLean, commissioned 
exclusively for this book.

Hardcover, $24.95, 228.6 x 228.6 mm, 176 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2022 

TALES OF THE SEA 
Traditional Stories of Magic and Adventure 
From around the World 
Illustrated by Maggie Chiang 

This collection of traditional folktales captures the mysterious and 
magical power of the ocean. As you sail uncharted waters from 
Norway to New Zealand and Ghana to Korea, you’ll encounter 
underwater palaces, brave sea-farers, and monsters of the deep. 
Each story is paired with luminous contemporary art in this special 
illustrated edition. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 191 x 229 mm, 160 pages, 20 full-color images, Spring 2022 

BEING PATRICK SWAYZE: ESSENTIAL TEACHINGS FROM 
THE MASTER OF THE MULLET 
By Neal E. Fischer 

Feeling nostalgic? Find harmony and balance the Swayze way with 
this fun, humorous love letter to ’80s and ’90s heartthrob Patrick 
Swayze. Being Patrick Swayze features the pop culture icon’s best 
quotes, along with trivia, quizzes, games, and mini-essays that 
pay homage to his enduring legacy. Striking the perfect balance of 
sincerity and wit, this guide will help you find your spirit Swayze, 
test your knowledge with a game of “Match the Mullet to the 
Movie,” and offer essential advice on how to swoon like Swayze. 

Perfect for fans old and new, this book is the ultimate celebration one of the most iconic movie 
stars of our time.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $15.95, 152 x 203 mm, 160 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022
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A FLY ON A STONY WALL
There is a lingering regret I have, and that is that I discovered the full width 

and depth of Jim Marshall’s work late. The recent book Show Me the Picture
is a wonderful display of that work and a must-have for anyone interested in 

documentary photography. In any case, it made me super excited to see the book 

you now have in your hands, which is filled with the shots he took of the Rolling 

Stones during their 1972 U.S. tour. 

The opportunity to be a fly on the wall during that really exciting time, when 

access to the Stones was still possible to some, and when the Stones had the grace 

and foresight to have Jim on board, is something to be grateful for. Jim, with his 

larger-than-life persona and his razor-sharp eye, documented the exhilaration, the 

boredom, the audiences and the guests, and the sheer power of the Stones on tour. 

The 1972 tour was about the music and the performers rather than an elaborate 

stage design: It was the ultimate Rolling Stones tour in that sense. 

And Jim’s images really reflect the magic between band members, on and off 

stage, at the height of the Rolling Stones’ career at that point. It is so good to see 

images of Mick and Keith together, working on songs or discussing something. They 

are a unique and dynamic duo, not just in regard to their talents, but also in terms of

their looks, which comes in handy for a photographer!

Jim Marshall was a pioneer in music photography and a great example to 

me. He realized that to get the right or different kind of shot, you needed to be 

there up close, so you needed to have the access. And he made sure he had that 

access. You needed to become part of the family and the furniture, as it were. I am 

sure he could be a bully in that sense, but thank God he was. He was a wonderful 

documentary photographer, which is what is needed to create something in these 

situations; you must move fast and still compose an interesting image. I get the 

impression that, where many photographers rely on getting the light right or fuss 

about, Jim made whatever light there was look right. 

These photographs offer a rare insight into the world of musicians at work, 

at play, and on the way to their next port of call. Some are doing just that (in a 

really astonishing way!), and some rise even above it. I particularly love the shots in 

the dressing rooms. They are like orchestrated chaos. I love Jim’s craft, and that craft 

is on display here. This book chronicles an era gone, obviously, but it also shows 

that we will miss that era more as time goes by and we’ll come to realize just how 

perceptive Jim Marshall’s eye was. And I, for one, miss his eye. 

Anton Corbjin
2021

A FLY ON A STONY WALL

RollingStones1972_INT_FinalCorrex_newphotos.indd   34-35 8/27/21   2:59 PM

LET’S SUMMON DEMONS 

A Creepy Coloring & Activity Book
By Steven Rhodes

Unleash abominations, discover hidden spell words, and practice 
the dark art of coloring in the lines with this fiendishly clever 
adult coloring book from artist Steven Rhodes. Here are dozens 
of surreally funny, retro-inspired parody designs such as Alien 
Abduction Club, Here Comes the Apocalypse, Death Metal Sing-
Along, and Portal to the Cat Dimension, all rendered in spooky 
black and white and ready for unearthly coloring inspiration—plus 
dozens chilling, chill-out activities for ghouls and gargoyles alike.

Paperback, $12.95, 184.15 x 254 mm, 64 pages, b/w coloring and activity page images throughout, Spring 2022

YOU ARE HERE: HIKES
By Blackwell & Ruth  

Whether you’re planning a getaway or just want to visit some of 
the world’s most beautiful outdoor destinations from the comfort 
of your couch, You Are Here: Hikes is the perfect wanderlust 
inspiration. This curated collection of amazing locations around 
the world offers awe-inspiring travel adventures that are both 
inspirational and attainable. Including off-the-beaten-path 
and iconic natural wonders, from enchanting forests to sunset 
showcases and spectacular vista views, these incredible handpicked 

locations represent an exciting variety of places and journeys. Breathtaking photography evokes 
the spirit of the place, and caption and geolocation details identify each scenic spot. You are 
there, or could be. 

Hardcover, $24.95, 144.78 x 185.42 mm, 208 pages, 120 full-color images, unjacketed, Spring 2022

Photographs by Jim Marshall from The Rolling Stones 1972

A
rt
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Hervé Tullet   
By Hervé Tullet and Sophie Van der Linden;  
essays by Leonard S. Marcus and Aaron Ott  

This is the definitive book for adults from an iconoclast of the 
children’s book world. Hervé Tullet is an internationally renowned, 
best-selling author and illustrator, an artist who invites readers 
of any age to play, experiment, and create joyfully. In this career-
spanning monograph, he shares his inspirations and his origins 
alongside illustrations, sketches, fine art, and photographs from his 
collaborative “Ideal Exhibition,” which has been shown in museums 
around the world. This deluxe volume is sure to be a favorite among 

parents, teachers, and librarians as well as art aficionados.

Hardcover, $40.00, 203 x 279 mm, 256 pages, full-color images throughout, unjacketed, Fall 2022 

AMRITA SHER-GIL MONOGRAPH

This stunning monograph traces the brief but bold career of  
Amrita Sher-Gil, who blazed a trail for female painters and became 
one of the greatest modern Indian artists. She was expelled from 
school at age 9 for declaring herself an atheist, had affairs with both 
men and women, and found success in Paris but returned to India 
to paint the lives of the working class with candidness and empathy. 
This is a definitive collection, featuring some of her finest work—
including portraits, self-portraits, nude studies, and scenes—along 
with guest essays about Sher-Gil’s life story and the continuing 

impact of her art.  

Hardcover, $35.00, 203 x 254 mm, 136 pages, full-color images throughout, unjacketed, Fall 2022 

THE ART OF RUTH E. CARTER 

By Ruth E. Carter 

This deluxe art book celebrates the iconic and Oscar-winning 
costume design of Ruth E. Carter—from Do the Right Thing to 
Black Panther. Carter’s creative vision has shaped the portrayal of 
the American Black experience on film for the last 30 years. This 
volume is replete with sketches, film stills, a peek inside Carter’s 
studio, and gorgeous images by star photographer Awol Erizku. 
Throughout, Carter shares her story—from how she got started to 
her extended creative collaboration with Spike Lee. Published to 
coincide with the highly anticipated second Black Panther movie, 

this is a collector’s item and a unique art book.

Hardcover, $40, 203 x 280 mm, 224 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022 

Art

THINGS TO LOOK FORWARD TO
52 Large and Small Joys for Today and Every Day 
By Sophie Blackall 

Everyone needs things to look forward to: big things and small 
things, on good days and on bad days. In these pages, beloved 
author-illustrator Sophie Blackall has gathered a collection of joys 
for all of us—reminders that every day the sun comes up and new 
babies are born, suggestions that you bake muffins for a friend, or 
draw a face on an egg and put it in the fridge where it will smile 
at you each time you open the door. With wisdom, whimsy, and 

compassion, the ideas in this book offer hope and solace in hard times and joyful anticipation at 
times of new beginnings. 

Hardcover, $22.95, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 120 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022  

CATS IN SPRING RAIN
A Celebration of Feline Charm in Japanese Art and Haiku
Curated and Translated by Aya Kusch

No one captures the graces and idiosyncrasies of cats quite like 
the painters, printmakers, and haiku masters of Japan. From the 
Edo to the Showa period, closely observed portraits in words 
and ink elevated the everyday adventures of cats: taking a nap 
on a Buddha statue’s lap, daintily eating a rice ball, courting the 
neighbor’s cat. This collection of poems, prints, and paintings will 
leave you inspired to cultivate the serenity and wonder embodied 
by these creators—and by the cats themselves. Presented as a 
sweet, jacketed paperback with thoughtful design touches, this 
volume includes each poem in both English and Japanese.

Paperback, $12.95, 114 x 152 mm, 156 pages, full-color images throughout, jacketed, Spring 2022  

JUST ENOUGH DESIGN 

By Taku Satoh, translated by Linda Hoaglund

This fascinating volume is both a design manifesto and a tour of Japanese 
culture from an expert guide. Hodo hodo, an ancient concept, can be 
translated as “just enough.” Taku Satoh has used this philosophy to 
create elegant, enduring designs over his illustrious career. Now he 
shares his insights, not only paying homage to history, but also addressing 
contemporary concerns such as sustainability. Satoh shares examples 
from his own incredible body of work, from Issey Miyake’s Pleats Please 

campaign to a rooftop playground. This book promises to transform how readers interact with 
everyday objects, and to satisfy designers and Japanophiles alike. 

Paperback, $19.95, 127 x 178 mm, 144 pages, full-color images throughout, jacketed, Fall 2022

JUST 
ENOUGH 
DESIGN

By Taku Satoh
Translated by Linda Hoaglund

NOT
FINAL

BY Hervé Tullet and Sophie Van der Linden 
ESSAYS BY Aaron Ott and Leonard A. Marcus

Amrita Sher-Gil

Essays by 
Meera Sriram & Dr. Jyoti Tokas

NOT
FINAL

NOT
FINAL
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PINK FLAMINGOS AND THE YELLOW PAGES   
The Stories Behind the Colors of Our World 
By Bob Hambly 

Color infuses our lives with meaning, manifesting in science, 
language, design, pop culture, and beyond. Specific shades 
shape our everyday actions and define entire generations. In 
this illuminating book, you’ll learn the hidden histories behind a 
range of eye-catching hues. Dive in and explore the strange and 
fascinating world of color, from shocking shades to subtle tints, 
from jockey silks on the racetrack to corals on the ocean floor. 
This vivid tour across geography and through time will leave you 

with a renewed sense of curiosity and wonder about our colorful world. 

Hardcover, $22.95, 184 x 254 mm, 112 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2022

MAKE YOUR OWN FUN! 

999 Things to Draw, Write, and Ignite Your Creative Energy

Say goodbye to creative block with this encyclopedic collection 
of prompts for writing and drawing! This boredom-busting guided 
journal offers a whopping 999 prompts for writing and drawing your 
way through just about anything. Whether you’re honing your skills 
for a profession in the arts or simply looking for an easy creative 
outlet, this workbook offers ample opportunities for doodling and 
daydreaming the hours away.

Paperback guided journal, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 400 pp, blank and lined pages, Fall 2022

SAVE ME! (FROM MYSELF)

Crushes, Cats, and Existential Crises
By So Lazo

WARNING: This book contains SO MANY FEELINGS! This colorful 
collection of comics will take you on an expertly guided emotional 
journey, from impostor syndrome to unrequited love, with stops 
along the way for excitement, joy, vulnerability, and existential 
dread. Illustrator and self-proclaimed crybaby So Lazo renders each 

experience with honesty and heart, navigating the obstacle course of early adulthood with their 
distinctive style and self-deprecating humor. Heartbreakingly earnest and effortlessly queer, this 
little book captures the trials and tribulations of the creative introvert in vivid detail.

Hardcover, $14.95 US, 152.4 x 152.4 mm  144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, paper over board, unjacketed, Spring 2022

THE ROLLING STONES 1972
50th Anniversary Edition
Photographs by Jim Marshall; Words by Joel Selvin;  

Essays by Keith Richards, Anton Corbijn, and Nikki Sixx

The year 1972 brought together two legends of rock ’n’ roll. 
Covering the Rolling Stones’ Exile on Main St. tour, Jim Marshall 
created now-iconic images of the band, onstage in their full glory 
and backstage in moments of unguarded camaraderie. Fifty years 
later, this definitive edition presents the images as they were meant 
to be seen: at a larger size and in the rich, high-contrast tones 
Marshall favored. The original content is enhanced with never-

before-seen proof sheets and two new essays. This is the ultimate, immersive experience of one 
of the greatest moments in music history. 

Hardcover, $40.00, 229 x 305 mm, 216 pages, full-color and b/w photographs throughout, shrink-wrapped, jacketed, Spring 2022

A JOYFUL PROTEST

By Aurélia Durand

Star illustrator Aurélia Durand celebrates the transformative, 
revolutionary power of dance in a book and two interactive stationery 
formats. French-born and Denmark-based artist Durand skyrocketed 
to international popularity when she illustrated This Book Is Anti-
Racist – capturing hearts with her exuberant, colorful artwork. In 
Playful Dances, her first book for adults, Durand’s passion for dance 
traditions around the world meets her dedication to activism through 

art. She presents dancing as a radical practice of joy and self-expression. Complementing the 
book, a box of pop-up notecards offers celebratory messages through dynamic dancing figures. 
And a guided journal features a flipbook effect of dancers in motion alongside inspirational 
prompts for all creatives. 

Unjacketed Hardcover, $40.00, 190.5 x 228.6 mm, 240 pages, glassine envelopes with 14 pieces of removable ephemera, Fall 2022

EXTRAORDINARY MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS 
Stories of Ambition, Resilience, and Unstoppable Love
By Emily Freidenrich 
Illustrated by Natasha Cunningham

Celebrate the special bonds between mothers and daughters 
through the stories of iconic families. Minnie Riperton and Maya 
Rudolph. Linda and Stella McCartney. These dynasties of powerful 
women not only inspire us as individuals, but also embody 
the special connections between generations. They have lived 
exceptional lives, but their joys and struggles ring true for all of 

us—whether supporting each other through rough patches, pursuing greatness hand in hand, 
or breaking free to forge their own destinies. This keepsake volume features collaged portraits 
by contemporary artist Natasha Cunningham. It will be a touchstone for anyone navigating 
motherhood or daughterhood. 

Hardcover, $29.95, 203 x 254 mm, 192 pages, full-color images throughout, foil stamping and spot gloss, jacketed, Spring 20221 

SaveMeFromMyself_INT_1G.indd   126-127 8/17/21   5:34 PM

Illustration by So Lazo from Save Me! (from Myself)
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your napkins loosely on each plate to hang over 
the table’s edge. The warm hues and soft draping 
of the fabric will welcome guests to the table. The 
botanical-inspired palo santo stick bundles (see 
page 107) on top of each place setting adds a touch 
of magic to your tablescape, and also serves as a 
surprise gift for your guests to take home with them 
after the meal.

For this family-style dinner, platters and bowls with 
seasonal greens and easy grilled recipes are passed 
and shared. For dining, with multiple courses 
served at once, a dinner plate is all that’s needed 
for this casual and communal setting. Vintage 
flatware, easily found at flea markets, thrift stores, 
and antique stores, is a lovely way to add a unique 

above You can sprinkle 
seasonal delights and 
pops of color into your 
presentation by adding 
fresh fruits, herbs, or 
vegetables, such as thinly 
sliced cucumbers, to your 
water pitcher.

right As in nature, 
repetition creates a natural 
pattern and the illusion of 
movement. Repeat items on 
your table, such as flower 
arrangements or clusters 
of candles, for a dynamic 
impact that keeps your eye 
engaged.

102

NATURAL TABLES

NaturalTables_INT_Mechs_v3.indd   102-103 8/26/21   2:42 PM
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HOW WE HEAL  
By Alexandra Elle

How We Heal is a powerful guide to self-healing, self-discovery, 
and personal liberation. Celebrated self-care author Alexandra 
Elle presents the framework she’s used throughout her own 
healing journey, sharing the life-changing practices, meditations, 
and writing rituals that changed her life. Readers will discover 
accessible exercises, empowering lessons, and illuminating personal 
stories, plus short essays on healing from a range of remarkable 
writers, therapists, activists, and celebrities. Delivered with Elle’s 
signature warmth and compelling storytelling, How We Heal helps 

readers tap into their own inherent power to heal so that they can live with confidence, joy, and 
authenticity. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 152 x 203 mm, 224 pages, 15 2-color illustrations, 50,000 words, Fall 2022  

COURAGEOUS DISCOMFORT    
How to Have Important, Brave, Life-Changing 
Conversations about Race and Racism

Many people struggle to have honest conversations about race, 
even those who consider themselves allies or identify as anti-racist. 
For anyone who wants to have better, more productive discussions, 
Courageous Discomfort is an empowering handbook that teaches 
you how to do just that. In these pages, authors (and best friends), 
Shanterra McBride, who is Black, and Rosalind Wiseman, who 
is white, discuss their own friendship and tap into their decades 
of anti-racism work to answer the 20 uncomfortable-but-critical 

questions about race they get asked most often. 

These 20 questions-as-chapters invite you into the conversation without judgment and inspire 
thoughtful reflection and discussion. There will be moments when you will laugh or cringe at the 
ridiculous or awkward things you read. But the truth is, there is no perfect solution or script for 
every maybe-racist, sort-of-racist, or blatantly racist situation. And that’s OK: making mistakes 
is just an opportunity to do better next time. But doing this work will empower us to have the 
relationships we really want to have, including the relationship we want to have with ourselves.

Hardcover, $24.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 208 pages, Spring 2022 

SELF-CARE IN UNDERWEAR
By Ton Mak

From the bestselling author of A SLOTH’S GUIDE TO 
MINDULNESS, here is a cheerful collection of easy self-care 
practices that can all be done with no pants on. These happiness-
inducing activities are demonstrated by No-Pants Pansy—just 
your average gal who loves spending time at home and can usually 
be found sans pants. Dip-in dip-out vignettes show Pansy talking 
to her plant friends, wrapping herself in a blanket burrito, foam 

rolling, jade rolling, just… rolling. Homebodies, self-care enthusiasts, Gen Zers, and fans of silly 
comics will delight in this adorable, quirky book. 

Unjacketed HC with a padded case, $16.95, 15 x 15 cm, 120 pages, 60 full-color illustrations, Fall 2022
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SWADDLE ME UP
By Meleah Ekstrand, Photos by Bill Milne,  
Illustrations by Kat Yao

Here is a delightful swaddling and baby-wearing book that is as 
informative as it is adorable. With a comprehensive introduction to 
the ins and outs of swaddling and step-by-step instructions for 15 
wrapping techniques, as well as tips on baby-wearing and how to do 
it safely, this guide is any parent’s go-to for bundling up their bundle 
of joy. Presented in a playful package with sweet photography and 

illustrations, this charming, useful handbook is just the thing for new parents who need a little 
extra help in the early days. 

Unjacketed HC with padded case, $18.95, 15 x 15 cm, 144 pages, 100 full-color spot illos, 12 full-color photos, Fall 2022

HOORAY FOR GRANDPARENTS
By Jay Payleitner

HOORAY FOR GRANDPARENTS celebrates the special role 
grandparents play in children’s lives. Here are 50 ways to build a 
strong relationship between grandparent and grandchild, including 
fun activities, special traditions to make your own, advice on how to 
be supportive in difficult times, and ideas for building a legacy that 
lives on for generations to come. In a giftable package filled with 
simple, heartwarming prompts, this sweet book is a thoughtful gift 
or self-buy for grandparents who want to deepen their connection 
with their grandchildren.

Jacketed HC, $18.95, 15 x 20 cm, 176 pp, Fall 2022 

BACHELORETTE PARTY GAMES 
4 Fun, Fill-In Games to Spice Up Your Send-Off

From funny to flirty to downright frisky, these games are sure to 
make any bachelorette party more fun. In a notepad format with 15 
tear-out sheets per game, this is a lively way to celebrate the bride 
and keep the group entertained throughout the night.

Notepad, $12.95, 15 x 23 cm, 122 pages, 3 full-color illustrations repeating throughout, foil on 
the cover, Spring 2022

AN INTIMATE GUIDE TO 

LOVING YOUR BODY AND 

HAVING GREAT SEX

by LAURA DELARATO                                   illustrations by Amber Vittoria

P L E ASURE

P L E ASURE
MY 

PLEASURE

MY PLEASURE 
An Intimate Guide to Loving Your Body and Having  
Great Sex  
By Laura Delarato, Illustrated by Amber Vittoria

In this sumptuously illustrated guide, body image advocate and 
sexual wellness writer Laura Delarato teaches that sexual pleasure 
is an essential form of self-care, and it starts with loving your body 
and yourself. With chapters on body image, self-love, solo play, sex 
toys, and partner play, this inclusive handbook empowers readers 
to cultivate a satisfying sex life no matter their relationship status. 
Packaged in a luxe hardcover with a trippy foil effect on the jacket, 
this engaging bedside book will appeal to fans of the body positive 

and sex positive movements, and anyone who seeks a self-determined, pleasure-filled life. 

Jacketed HC, $24.95, 15 x 20 cm, 240 pages, 30+ full-color illustrations throughout, foil on jacket, Spring 2022 

MOON SIGN GUIDE 
By Annabel Gat

When you are born, the sun and the moon are each positioned in 
one of the twelve zodiac signs. Most people are familiar with their 
sun sign, which represents ego and destiny. But your moon sign 
is equally as import¬ant, representing your inner landscape—
your memories, emotions, and subconscious. In this guide, Vice 
astrologer and author of The Astrology of Love & Sex Annabel Gat 
provides a fresh and fascinating look at moon signs, detailing the 
characteristics and personality traits of each sign in relation to self-
care, friendship, family, home, work, love, and romance. Packaged 

as a lovely hardcover with gilded edges, Moon Sign Guide is an essential read for astrology fans 
and modern mystics alike. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 152 x 203 mm, 256 pages, full-color spot illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

DOG THERAPY 
40 Dogs Who Are Here for You 

We don’t deserve dogs. They are loyal companions that create 
emotional well-being by providing comfort, happiness, and a 
sense of calm. Some of us are lucky to have one in our lives, but 
not everyone has that luxury. Enter Dog Therapists: a collection 
of over 40 silly and sweet dogs that are here for you to provide 
affection, comfort, and support. Each dog entry will include a little 
phrase and a short essay about this dog and why you probably 
need its advice right now. Interactive elements will be sprinkled in 

throughout the dog entries—think flow charts, quizzes, silly facts, and other fun miscellanies.

Unjacketed hardcover, $14.95, 152 x 152 mm, 112 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022
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FROM HARVEST TO HOME 
By Alicia Tenise Chew, Photographs by Tom McGovern

Crisp air, vibrant foliage, chunky sweaters, warming flavors 
(pumpkin, apple, cinnamon spice!). For anyone who looks forward 
to all things fall, here is an inviting lifestyle guide to get the most 
out of the season. Featuring inspired décor, simple DIYs, and tasty 
recipes for the months of September, October, and November, 
this beautifully photographed book evokes the cozy feelings of 
fall. From leaf-peeping to apple-picking, hosting a spooky movie 
marathon, designing a stunning autumnal tablescape, and making 

Pumpkin Spice Lattes at home, From Harvest To Home will inspire readers to make this fall 
their best one yet. 

Unjacketed HC with foil, $22.95, 19 x 23 cm, 144 pages, 65 full-color photographs, Fall 2022 

NATURAL TABLES
By Shellie Pomeroy 

Natural Tables is a luxe guide to styling dazzling, nature-inspired 
tables for any occasion. Written by celebrated designer Shellie 
Pomeroy, the book provides expert design advice and visual 
inspiration for more than 25 gatherings, from a cozy brunch to 
a festive holiday party. Photographs of gorgeous table settings 
are paired with helpful styling tips, including how to pick a color 
palette, select complementary dishware, choose napkins and table 
cloths, and arrange flowers, plus simple-to-follow recipes and food 
pairings that guarantee the presentations taste as good as they look. 

Overflowing with inspiration for dinner parties, brunches, weddings, holiday events, backyard 
parties, and more, Natural Tables is the perfect companion for home cooks, hostesses, brides, 
design enthusiasts, and anyone who wants to create a memorable occasion filled with warmth 
and beauty. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 184 x 254 mm, 224 pages, more than 75 full-color photographs, 25,000 words, Spring 2022 
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Food & Drink

Mind Over Batter
75 Recipes for Baking as Therapy

This self-care cookbook uses baking as therapy, direct from licensed 
therapist and master baker Jack Hazan, with 75 simple, therapeutic 
recipes. From sweet to savory baking projects, all the recipes are 
inspired by the Syrian & Middle Eastern baked goods author Jack 
grew up with, along with his take on classic American desserts, 
organized by what you may be dealing with that day. For example, 
the recipes in the Mindfulness chapter contain a meditative, 
patience-building process (like Sembussak), while the Feeling 
Frustrated chapter have recipes designed to help work out excess 

energy (like Semolina Cookies with Date Stuffing), and the Self-Care section include recipes that 
require just enough effort to generate a feeling of accomplishment (like Devil’s Food Mug Cake). 
Throughout will be invaluable exercises and “quick sessions” that connect baking processes to 
the evidence-based therapy tools Jack uses in his practice every day. 

Hardcover, $35.00, 184.15 x 234.95 mm, 248 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022 

6 SPICES, 60 DISHES
By Ruta Kahate 

Using just 6 spices—cayenne, coriander, cumin, mustard seed, 
turmeric, and asafetida—here is a collection of 60 Indian recipes 
that are simple to prepare yet complex in flavor. Drawing on 
Ayurvedic principles that the author lives and cooks by, these 
recipes highlight fresh, healthy ingredients, and include plenty of 
nourishing veg- and grain-based meals. With variations for using 
the Instant Pot, home cooks can choose their preferred method for 
maximum ease. Presented in a vibrant package that gestures to the 
lively flavors within, this is an accessible cookbook perfect for busy 

people who are looking for tasty weeknight recipes that pack a flavorful punch.

Hardcover, $24.95, 19 x 23 cm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022  

A DISH FOR ALL SEASONS 
By Kathryn Pauline 

Build a repertoire of go-to recipes that you can easily adapt with 
seasonal ingredients throughout the year. This versatile cookbook 
will teach you how to cook 27 simple, classic dishes—such as a 
frittata, a loaf cake, and a whole chicken—and then dress them 
up with tasty, unexpected variations based on the season. Flexible 
instructions make it easy to experiment with whatever fresh 
produce you find at your local market. Brimming with enticing 
photography and 100+ creative recipes, A Dish for All Seasons will 
inspire you to improvise in the kitchen, all year long.

Unjacketed hardcover, $27.50, 191 x 229 mm, 256 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022
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RICE IS LIFE
By Caryl Levine and Ken Lee

This is the ultimate love letter to rice. From the founders of Lotus 
Foods, a brand that catapulted rice into fine dining, this cookbook 
includes 65 dishes centered around rice and rice noodles from 
cultures around the world. Narrative text highlights the cultural 
inspiration behind certain dishes, the interesting stories of rice 
growers, and historical tidbits about rice varieties and agriculture. 
With varied, delicious recipes that are globally inspired, plus a 
bright and colorful interior, this book celebrates rice as not just a 
pantry staple, but a staple of life. 

Hardcover, $27.95, 18 x 23 cm, 256 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

ON MASA 
By Jorge Gaviria 

Here is the definitive guide for chefs and home cooks alike on 
how to make authentic, high-quality masa from scratch. Masienda 
founder Jorge Gaviria pays homage to this long held tradition by 
outlining the history, tools, and process of making homemade masa, 
plus 50 recipes for tortillas, sopes, pozole, and more. Reflections 
from various authorities, including Mexican grandmothers, third-
generation tortilleros, and acclaimed chefs, along with beautiful 
photography, make this more than a resourceful cookbook. It is a 
beautiful object with an empowering message that is perfect for 

Mexican food–lovers and anyone who enjoys a roll-up-your-sleeves kitchen project. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $29.95, 184 x 254 mm, 240 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022 

HOMAGE
Recipes and Stories from an Amish Soul Food Kitchen
By Chris Scott with Sarah Zorn,  
Photographs by Brittany Conerly

This is a first-of-its-kind cookbook. Renowned chef Chris Scott 
celebrates a vastly under-explored foodway in the African diaspora: 
Amish soul food. In this tribute to those who came before him, 
Chris tells the remarkable story of his family over seven generations 
via vivid narrative and comforting recipes. Born of that unique 
blend of Southern, German, and Dutch cuisines, these 100 dishes 
include Chicken Fried Steak with Sassafras Country Gravy, Charred 

Radicchio Salad with Roasted Grapes and Shaved Amish Cheddar, and the ultimate Whoopie 
Pies. With stunning photography and historic ephemera, Homage is an essential addition to the 
annals of soul cooking.

Hardcover, $35.00, 20 x 25 cm, 256 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022
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THE MODERN HOME BAR 
A Practical Approach to Mixing Cocktails 

The Modern Home Bar guides at-home mixologists to declutter their 
home bar by following this basic cocktail formula: Spirit + Sugar + 
Acidity/Bitterness = Tasty Cocktail

Throughout this handy book will be invaluable advice on how to 
stock your home bar bottle by bottle, ensuring that every ingredient 
called for finds use in multiple recipes and won’t be left gathering 
dust on the shelf. Each chapter introduces a new alcohol—classics 

like Gin and Tequila to adventurous spirits like Amari and Mezcal-- and explains how it opens 
new possibilities for cocktails, building on the section before, so that as you follow along with 
the book chapter by chapter, you’ll never encounter recipes calling for spirits or ingredients they 
don’t already keep at home. 

This book will be a go-to reference guide for the home bartender: practical enough for day-to-
day unwinding to delicious and elevated recipes fit for any party. 

Hardcover, $19.95, 171.45 x 215.9 mm, 304 pages, Fall 2022 

FREE SPIRIT COCKTAILS 
40 Alcohol-Free Drink Recipes 

Light in spirit and easy to make, FREE SPIRIT DRINKS is a 
refreshing approach to cocktail-making without the hangover. 

This collection of 40 zero-alcohol cocktails contains recipes that 
have the look and feel of a well-crafted cocktail by utilizing the 
basic skills one would develop in a traditional cocktail book; think 
a mix of syrups, shrubs, rims, etc. that give depth without any 
intimidating mixology involved. Throughout the book are spreads 
of evocative photography that feels light and breezy, imbuing the 
FREE SPIRIT-ethos.

Hardcover, $19.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 128 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

FLORAL PROVISIONS 
Simple, Elegant, and Fragrant Recipes 
By Cassie Winslow  
Photographs by Naomi McCullochi 

Floral Provisions makes incorporating edible flowers into dishes 
and desserts an easy task—with gorgeous and delicious results. A 
companion to Floral Libations, this cookbook of delicious treats 
made with edible flowers offers simple recipes in a lush package. 
Enjoy Rose Petal French Toast, Raspberry Elderflower Scones, a 
Floral Cheese Board, or any of the 47 recipes perfect for a brunch, 
afternoon snack, or celebration. Featuring lush photography, 
recipes for floral pantry staples, and tips for finding edible blooms, 
this cookbook is the ideal gift for anyone who loves flowers, 
cooking, delicious treats, or all of the above.

Unjacketed hardcover, $18.95, 127 x 210 mm, 152 pages, full-color photographs throughout, 
Spring 2022

FOODIE DREAMS SEEK AND FIND 
A Seek-and-Find Book for Food Lovers 

This colorful seek-and-find is centered around 20 fantastical food 
scenes where readers are tasked to find lots of silly and strange 
objects hidden throughout. The illustrations inside include lush food-
scapes filled with lots of colorful elements, charming characters, and 
surreal scenarios. Think a scene set in an Egg Art Studio filled with 
yolk-y works of art, a verdant Botanic Salad Garden, and a relaxing 
Noodle Bar Hot Spring. The different spreads are packed with lots 
items and people so readers will be able to spend lots of time solving 

each puzzle, as well as simply enjoy it as a beautiful food-filled art book.

HC, $14.95, 228.6 x 304.8 mm, 48 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022 
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CHILL
The Cold Water Swim Cure
A Transformative Guide to Renew Your Body and Mind
By Mark Harper

For centuries, people all over the world have reported that cold 
water, full-body immersion alleviates their pain and improves 
their well-being. Now, expert anesthetist and researcher Dr. Mark 
Harper delivers long-awaited evidence that cold-water swimming 
can achieve powerful, tangible health benefits. Combining science 
with patient stories, Dr. Harper explores how cold water impacts us 
physiologically and mentally, alleviating conditions such as chronic 
pain, arthritis, anxiety, depression, PTSD, migraines, and more.  
A book for every skill level, Dr. Harper shows us how to safely 

harness the therapeutic power of water for improved circulation, a strengthened immune 
system, and everyday vitality. “Cold Water Swimming” is a drug-free, no-cost, revolutionary 
approach to lasting wellness and rejuvenation.

Hardcover, $27.95, 6 x 9 in, 256 pp, 8-16 pages Photo inserts, jacketed, Spring 2022

STAY CURIOUS AND KEEP EXPLORING
By Emily Calandrelli 

From the host and co-executive producer of Netflix’s Emily’s 
Wonder Lab and executive producer of Xploration Outer Space, 
comes a book designed to introduce the wonders of science to 
the whole family. Emily Calandrelli, MIT engineer and scientist, 
shares exhilarating experiments for junior scientists and their lab 
assistants, ranging from homemade ice cream to disappearing ink. 
The book features 50 experiments that use easy-to-find grocery 

store items. Each experiment includes the science behind how it works, a Hypothesize section, 
vocabulary that helps apply the STEM research to real life, and Try This! prompts with even 
more ways to experiment, with your experiment. Science experiments can help spark curiosity 
and critical thinking. Grab your googles and a family member and get started!

Paperback, $19.95, 6 in x 8 in, 256 pages, 2 full-color images throughout, Fall 2022

START MORE THAN YOU CAN FINISH 
Act on Your Ideas and Leave More of Yourself in the World
By Becky Blades

Starting is a skill. And like any other skill, it can be learned, 
practiced and mastered. When we do it right, we can go anywhere, 
start anything. We need to start things that will take ten minutes 
and things that will take five years, and things we will never, ever 
finish. Because acting on our ideas is the best of who we are. Start 
More Than You Can Finish deconstructs the 4-step starting/

changemaking process we all use subconsciously and turns it on its ear to introduce the concept 
of “stARTistry.” With digestible data, humorous and honest personal experience, assignments to 
help you get started, and line art throughout, this plucky, non-fiction, creative muse will appeal 
to fans of Austin Kleon, Elizabeth Gilbert, Julia Cameron, and Daniel Pink. 

Hardcover, $21.95, 5 ½ in x 8 ¼ in, 224 pages, b/w line art throughout, Fall 2022
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DO I FEEL BETTER YET?
Questionable Attempts at Self-Care and Existing in General
By Madeleine Trebenski

A collection of stories, questionable advice, and essays on all of the 
things that people say will change your life from humor contributor 
to The New Yorker and McSweeney’s. If you’ve ever expressed 
even the slightest bit of dissatisfaction with the current state of 
your life, you’ve inevitably gotten the response, “Have you tried 
meditation? Exercise? Joining a cult? Joining an exercise cult?” And 
a variety of other helpful suggestions. This subversive exploration 
of these topics includes essays like “I’m Moving to the Woods to 
Live in a Nightmare Shack” and guides such as “Do You Want a 
Snack or Are You Just Horny?” If you learn anything from this book, 

it’s that a $72 ceramic mug made by a Portland artisan is not going to change your life.

Paperback, $16.95, 5 ½ in x 8 ¼ in, 224 pages, Spring 2022 
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Decks

THE STORY ORACLE 
A Creative Writing and Inspiration Deck
By Katherine Furman

Break writer’s block and find colorful, meaningful story inspiration 
at every turn of the card! A creative twist on divination cards such 
as tarot and oracle, The Story Oracle offers a deck of 78 unique 
cards with bright, iconic illustrations and open-ended, multi-
meaning readings built to inspire storytelling. Just draw a card to 
determine the next twist in your story (maybe “Follow that Car” or 
“Misunderstanding”), shape the perfect character arc (such as “Pride,” 
“Guardian,” then “Surprise Villain”) and much more. A lightly guided 

booklet offers potential readings for each individual card (upright and reverse), as well as card 
layouts that set up a variety of story conditions.

Card deck, box with lift-off lid and thumb-cut sides, 82.55 x 133.35 mm, 78 full-color cards, 108 page booklet, Fall 2022

THE WILD UNKNOWN ALCHEMY DECK AND GUIDEBOOK
By Kim Krans

Kim Krans redefined tarot for the twenty-first century with The 
Wild Unknown Tarot, and her other bestselling decks. Now, in this 
stunning new oracle deck, Krans reveals insight into the ancient 
mysteries of alchemy, a doorway to the imagination and self-
discovery. Paired with a hand-lettered, fully illustrated two-color 
guidebook, The Wild Unknown Alchemy includes 71 easy-to-
shuffle hexagon cards.  Illustrated in Krans’ iconic style of elegant 

line art and lush watercolor painting, and with all-new connecting spreads, the unique shape 
of the cards allows edges to meet and images to meld to form a visual alchemy. Each full-color 
card offers a tool for self-study and exploration, expressed through symbol, image, and language.  
The magic of Alchemy is available to anyone who is willing to explore, observe, and invoke 
transformation.

Hardcover, $40.00, 6 3/8 x 6 ¼ x 2 ¼ in, 224 page two-color Guidebook | 71 Illustrated Cards, Spring 2022

TRUST THE TRIANGLE FORTUNE-TELLING DECK: 
MAGIC MENTOR  

It’s time to contemplate your next adventure: Where will you live? 
How will you get a job? What should your personal motto be? Don’t 
fret—your very own Magic Mentor has the answers to all life’s 
essential questions. The Trust the Triangle Fortune-Telling Decks 
combine the fun of personality quizzes with the magic of fortune-
telling. Each card in a deck has a question on one side. Pick one 
that suits your situation—or piques your curiosity—and read the 

words in each corner of the card. Pick the word or phrase that you most identify with, flip the 
card over, and read the fortune on the back of the card that corresponds to your choice!

Triangular carton-style box, $10.95, 92 x 92 mm x 25.4 mm, 51 cards, full-color throughout, Spring 2022 

TRUST THE TRIANGLE FORTUNE-TELLING DECK: 
POCKET GAL PAL

Fashion faux pas, dating dilemmas, career crises—whatever life 
throws you, your emergency gal pal has your back! Count on these 
cards to tell it like it is, the way a best friend should. The Trust 
the Triangle Fortune-Telling Decks combine the fun of personality 
quizzes with the magic of fortune-telling. Each card in a deck has a 
question on one side. Pick one that suits your situation—or piques 
your curiosity—and read the words in each corner of the card. Pick 

the word or phrase that you most identify with, flip the card over, and read the fortune on the 
back of the card that corresponds to your choice!

Triangular carton-style box, $10.95, 92 x 92 mm x 25.4 mm, 51 cards, full-color throughout, Spring 2022 

TRUST THE TRIANGLE FORTUNE-TELLING DECK: 
YES, NO, MAYBE

Decisions are hard. Why not let this fortune-telling deck guide you 
through life’s unexpected twists and turns? There’s no mountain 
too big—and no molehill too small—for these cards to handle. 
The Trust the Triangle Fortune-Telling Decks combine the fun of 
personality quizzes with the magic of fortune-telling. Each card 
in a deck has a question on one side. Pick one that suits your 
situation—or piques your curiosity—and read the words in each 

corner of the card. Pick the word or phrase that you most identify with, flip the card over, and 
read the fortune on the back of the card that corresponds to your choice!

Triangular carton-style box, $10.95, 92 x 92 mm x 25.4 mm, 51 cards, full-color throughout, Spring 2022 
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TEN YEARS TO A REMARKABLE LIFE DECK 
By Debbie Millman

Set your sights on your dream life with this goal-setting deck from 
powerhouse designer Debbie Millman. Featuring 30 cards with 
insightful prompts, along with a detailed instruction booklet and 
a guided notebook for outlining your ten-year plan, this robust 
toolkit will help you turn your hopes and aspirations into actionable 
steps and achievable goals—all culminating in the most remarkable 
version of you.

Matchbox-style box, $18.95, 101.6 x 155.6 x 41.3 mm, 30 cards, two 32 page booklets, Fall 
2022 

100 DIRTY & FLIRTY SEX QUESTIONS 
By Petunia B. 

This titillating collection of 100 sex-positive conversation starters 
is a great way for couples to explore and discover new things 
about each other. With a range of provocative prompts covering 
topics like masturbation, sex toys, oral sex, BDSM, fetishes, 
fantasies, and more, this deck is flirty and dirty, sure to inspire 
stimulating discussions and new sexual adventures. A luxe package 
and inclusive questions make this a must-have for couples of all 

orientations who are looking to build physical and emotional intimacy—and have some  
naughty fun!

Box with lift-off lid, $14.95, 79 x 79 x 50 mm, 100 cards, full-color throughout, Fall 2022

THE CHAKRA ENERGY DECK
64 Poses and Meditations to Balance Mind, Body, and Spirit
By Olivia Miller

Health and well-being have long been attributed to the balance 
of the seven vital energy centers within the body, also known as 
chakras—Root, Sacral, Solar Plexus, Heart, Throat, Third Eye, and 
Crown. This illustrated deck offers 64 easy-to-follow exercises to 
help awaken, unblock, and align your chakras through meditations, 
breath work, mudras, affirmations, and yoga poses. With a booklet 
that provides an overview of each chakra as well as corresponding 
elements, colors, crystals, essential oils, and more, this deck is an 
invaluable tool for anyone interested in learning more about subtle 
energies and harmonizing mind, body, and spirit.

Box with hinged lid, $18.95, 64 cards: 101.6 x 165.1 x 41.2 mm; 24 page booklet: 95.25 x 139.7 mm; full-color throughout, Spring 2022

DESK YOGA DECK 
By Darren and Daisy Zeer, Illustrated by Subin Yang 

Whether you’re working from home, in an office, going to school, 
or on the go, it’s easy to incorporate these 52 simple-to-follow yoga 
practices into your daily life. The color-coded cards are organized 
into four categories: Chair Yoga, Standing Yoga, Pranayama & 
Mudra, and Meditation & Mindfulness. The handy accompanying 
booklet includes a Quick Help Guide to relieve everything from 
“stiff neck and shoulders” to feeling “totally overwhelmed.” Desk 
Yoga can be done anywhere and anytime you need a stretch or 
mental break, whether you have 15 minutes during lunch or only 2 
minutes between calls—no mat required!

Box with hinged lid, $18.95 US, 102 x 156 x 41 mm, 52 cards, 12 page booklet, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022 

GOOD MORNING GOOD NIGHT DECK 
Body and Spirit Exercises to Make the Most of Your Day  

Good Morning, Good Night is a deck that offers ways to both start 
and end your day right. Each card has two prompts: one side gives a 
prompt to motivate or inspire you to make the most of your morning, 
while the other side offers a way to help reflect on the day and calm 
your mind. The morning and night prompts work well together as 
a daily practice or be drawn at random for flexibility. Reflecting the 
moods of each side of the card, this vibrant deck will be color-coded 
so all the “morning” sides have energizing hues of reds, oranges, and 

yellows, while the “night” sides have a calming range of blues, purples, and greens.

Deck, $18.95, 152.4 x 92.075 x 41.275 mm, 78 pages, Fall 2022

THE LOVE DECK
By Lisa Stardust 

The Love Deck is an enchanting guide to inviting love and romance 
into your life. Organized into categories—spells, astrology, 
affirmations, crystals, meditations, chakras, and journaling 
prompts—this fun-to-use deck includes 70 beautifully-illustrated 
cards with short practices designed to promote love, passion, 
attraction, clarity, and confidence. Users can choose a card based 
on their particular needs in that moment (before a first date, at a 
turning point in a relationship, or when a long-term partnership 
needs a little more spice) or select a card at random to see what the 
universe has in store for their love life. 

Box with sliding tray, $18.95, 152 x 92 x 41 mm,  70 cards, 24 page booklet, full-color images 
throughout, Fall 2022
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CORK ONE LINE A DAY: A FIVE-YEAR MEMORY BOOK

The bestselling One Line a Day journal now comes in a tactile new 
case treatment that channels the beauty of natural materials. The 
interior layout makes capturing memories simple and fulfilling: each 
page features space to jot down a quick line every day over five 
years. As the pages fill, journalers can reflect on the events of the 
same date in previous years. This version is encased in real cork, 
and accentuated with gold foil highlights—making it a treasure to 
display and a fittingly keepsake repository for everyday reflection.

Hardcover journal, $16.95, 95.25 x 155.6 mm 372 pages, gold-flecked cork-wrapped case, 
padded cover, belly band, ribbon marker, gilded edges, Spring 2022

SPARK INSPIRATION: A JOURNAL FOR KINDLING YOUR 
CREATIVITY

Fuel your creative fire with this new addition to the hit Spark 
series. This hardcover journal is sparkling with foil on the cover and 
page edges, and features light prompting every few pages inside 
for sparking the imagination. Ignite ideas, push past blocks, and 
blaze a new path; along the way, fill this journal with your musings, 
doodles, or dreams. For artists, writers, and all creative types, this 
is the gift of endless inspiration.

Hardcover journal, $16.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 176 pages, lined, blank, and gridded interior 
pages, foil-stamped cover, gilded edges, ribbon page marker, Spring 2022

EVERYDAY RADIANCE
Daily Astrological Insights & Encouragement 

Month to month, year to year, this charming, timeless handbook 
guides readers through empowering practices for well-being, and 
engages them in playful, poetic, and practical ways to learn more 
about themselves astrologically, inspiring fuller self-expression 
and creativity. This beautiful book invites you to engage with and 
harness the power of the astrological energies available each month. 
Divided into the 12 months of the astrological year with roughly 
30 days in each sign, the book features daily prompts, practices, 
writing exercises, and contemplations that remind us that we are 

part of an intricate tapestry, and the cycles of our lives mirror greater cycles at work, asking: 
what can we give that is ours, most distinctly, to give? 

Hardcover, $16.95, 120.65 x 158.75 mm, 384 pages, Fall 2022 
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EXPERIMENTS IN DREAMING 
A Journal to Uncover Your Subconscious
By Andrea Kasprzak, Illustrated by Oak Gallery 

Introspective and unique, this dream journal helps readers harness 
the power of their dreams to better understand themselves. Going 
beyond the generic symbols typically found in dream guides, 
Experiments in Dreaming inspires users to take an active role 
in their dreams to uncover personal truths, bring back helpful 
insights, and find deeper connections to themselves. Reflective 
prompts and activities guide readers in using their dreams to make 
decisions, unleash creativity, and better understand their waking 

lives. In an ethereal package filled with abstract illustrations, this journal is for anyone who is 
curious about what their subconscious has to teach them.

Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95 US, £14.99 UK, 152 x 203 mm, 176 pages, full-color images throughout, lined, blank, and gridded pages, 
foil stamping, ribbon marker, 1-color sticker, Spring 2022 

AM I OVERTHINKING THIS? A JOURNAL
By Michelle Rial 

For overthinkers and fans of the beloved Am I Overthinking 
This? book, comes a visually-driven journal that makes it easy for 
people to get their “overthinking” out of their heads and onto paper. 
Brimming with the author’s beloved, fun-to-read charts and plenty 
of blank pages to process emotions, this encouraging journal is a 
must-have companion for people who loved the book’s humorous, 
relatable visuals and anyone who needs space to feel their feelings.

Paperback, $14.95, 127 x 178 mm, 128 pages, full-color images throughout, gridded, 
Spring 2022

THIS IS YOUR SPIRITUAL RETREAT
A Journal for Cultivating Your Potential 
By Brian Leaf and Matthew Oestreicher  

A take-anywhere spiritual retreat, this journal offers a path to 
enlightenment via 18 prompts that build on each other, acting 
as steps on a journey towards growth and healing, plus guided 
exercises and writing space to reflect and record revelations along 
the way.

Hardcover, $16.95, 13 x 18 cm, 144 pages, 20 full-color illustrations, Spring 2022

GROW CURIOUS
A Journal to Cultivate Wonder in Your Garden and Beyond
By Gayla Trail,  Illustrated by Davin Risk 

Grow Curious is a beautifully illustrated guided journal for 
gardeners of all levels. For each season, writing prompts, creative 
activities, and meditative essays encourage readers to reconnect 
with nature and spend time in their green oasis, whether a 
sprawling garden or a balcony of potted plants. 

Hardcover, $16.95, 13 x 18 cm, 224 pages, 35+ full-color watercolor illustrations, Spring 2022

THE BIG DUMB BIRD JOURNAL
By Matt Kracht

From the author of the bestselling Field Guide to Dumb Birds of 
North America comes this field journal for your own dumb birding! 
An irreverent twist on bird watching, this paperback journal has 
plenty of space to record notes, sketches, and observations of 
birds and their bullshit. Interspersed throughout are snarky tips, 
reference pages, bird facts, and laugh-out-loud illustrations, making 
this the ultimate journal for serious birders and casual bird fans 
alike.

Paperback with layflat binding, $12.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 176 pages, full-color illustrations 
throughout, Spring 2022 

Interiors from The Big Dumb Bird Journal
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P O P  C U L T U R E  C H A R A D E S

Gather your friends and family, of all ages, for a race against mime in this 
fun and fast-paced game of Pop Culture Charades. Simply act out the titles

without speaking a word—for your team to guess.
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GAMES ROOM FAMILY TRUTH OR DARE
By Chronicle Books

Find out who the truth-tellers and daredevils are amongst your 
family members with this entertaining all-ages truth or dare game! 
These 50 double-sided sticks feature 100 family-friendly questions 
and fun challenges, making this the perfect game to bring along on 
outings, vacations, or to make family game night a laugh-out-loud 
event. 

Box, $15.00, 51.1 x 51.1 x 165.1 mm, 50 double-sided sticks, Spring 2022 

GAMES ROOM POP CULTURE CHARADES
By Chronicle Books

Let the games begin with this charade deck, a compact and 
portable game for pop culture fanatics! This beautifully packaged 
party game comes with 140 cards, each with 5 pop culture 
categories to choose from. Simply act out the titles of the latest-

and-greatest books, films, songs, TV shows, and plays—without speaking a word—for your  
team to guess.

Box, $12.00, 127 x 92.2 x 54.1 mm, 140 cards, Spring 2022 

GAMES ROOM WHAT AM I? GUESSING GAME
By Chronicle Books

Gather around for game night with this fast-paced family-friendly 
guessing game! Teams race against the clock to guess the mystery 
item—anything from “ice cream” to “the Eiffel Tower”—that 
players describe with increasingly specific clues. In a beautifully 

designed package featuring 140 cards, the What Am I? Guessing Game is a wonderful all-ages 
game for friends and family alike.

Box, $12.00, 127 x 92.2 x 54.1 mm, 140 cards, Spring 2022

GAMES ROOM BEACH TRIVIA
By Chronicle Books

Keep a pocket full of sunshine with you wherever you are with 
this beach trivia! With 140 beach-centric multiple-choice trivia 
questions in a gorgeous and portable box, feel that ocean breeze no 
matter where you are. 

Box, $12.00, 127 x 92.2 x 54.1 mm, 140 cards, Spring 2022 

GAMES ROOM BEER TRIVIA
By Chronicle Books

Crack open a cold one to go with this beer trivia deck—the perfect 
portable game to bring along to parties, bars, tailgates, and pub 
crawls! Housed in a handsome box, these 140 foamy and fun trivia 
questions will entertain your friends and family. Tap into all the 
beer-centric topics you can imagine—from science and history to 
pop culture and fun facts!

Box, $12.00, 127 x 92.2 x 54.1 mm, 140 cards, Spring 2022 
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Picture Books

YOU ARE HERE
By Zach Manbeck

You are here, and there are so many places you can go! But how 
will you know how to get there? In this warm and wise debut, Zach 
Manbeck gives readers a poetic roadmap to help them find their 
way in the world, while also reminding us all that we are here—ex-
actly where we are meant to be.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 254 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,  
Spring 2022

IF YOU WERE A CITY
By Kyo Maclear
Illustrated by Francesca Sanna

If you were a city, how would you be? So begins this poetic 
and vividly illustrated picture book about the nature of individual 
personalities. With a playful text and a progressively thoughtful 
message, it explores the beautiful diversity of our world by connect-
ing celebrating the uniqueness of the people and places in it.  Wild, 

gritty, bookish or buzzing, if YOU were a city, how would be?

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 279.4 x 228.6 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 200 words, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2022

LIKE
Written by Annie Barrows, illustrated by Leo Espinosa

Are you like a tin can?  Not really.  How about a swimming pool?  
Sort of – like swimming pools you are filled with water and chem-
icals and dirt but you don’t have people splashing around inside 
you. In many ways, you’re like a mushroom: you need air and 
water and food.  But mushrooms don’t have much to say.  How 
about excavators, hyenas…. hey, wait a minute!  You know what 
you’re most like?  Me!
Annie Barrows is the author of many books including the Ivy 

+ Bean series, which has sold more than 6 million copies.  Here her trademark understanding 
of kid-humor is combined with Leo Espinosa’s visual wit to create an outlandishly fun lists of 
compare-and-contrasts to showcase that as different as people are, we are much more like each 
other than we are different.  

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 228.6 x 228.6 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 762 words, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2022

Illustration by Francesca Sanna from If You Were a City Illustration by Leo Espinosa from Like
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BIG AND SMALL AND IN-BETWEEN
By Carter Higgins, Illustrated by Daniel Miyares

This lovely, lyrical book collects the world by size. It is divided into 
three sections, each stanza encapsulating one special moment. 
There are big things, like a bear / and his mama / and his pop/ and 
the hugs they probably give each other. There are small things, like 
a snail / and his home / and the road he has traveled. And there are 
in-between things, like what you are / on your half birthday / not 
even or odd. Showing a genuine love for the world, Carter Higgins 

creates a new way of seeing in this beautiful, giftable meditation.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 203 x 203 mm, 98 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

COURAGE HATS
By Kate Hoefler, Illustrated by Jessixa Bagley

Mae is a girl. Bear is a bear. They’re both scared of trains and 

traveling to unknown places. Mae is traveling to bear places, so she 
puts on a “courage hat” with bear ears to fit in. Bear is traveling to 
people places, so her courage hat helps her blend in with humans. 
But they end up becoming friends, proving that we all have more in 

common than we think—and that differences aren’t anything to be afraid of. Courage Hats is a 
gently whimsical story about being afraid of being different, the ways we overcome this fear, and 
the fact that often our differences aren’t as great as they appear.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 203 mm, 48 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

HEART STRING
By Brooke Boynton-Hughes

Through backyards and neighborhoods, over mountains, and across 
oceans there is something that ties everyone together. Invisible yet 
undeniable, it joins our hearts so that we are never truly alone. Fol-
low the thread of this reassuring story to see how, even in a world 
as vast as ours, there is always a bond that connects us to the ones 
we love—and to the world we share.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 215.9 x 279.4 mm, 40 pp, full-color images throughout, 150 words, 
ages 3 to 5, Fall 2022
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FARMING STRONG, ALL YEAR LONG
By Sherri Duskey Rinker, illustrated by AG Ford

There’s work to do! No time to waste! All year the farm’s a busy place!

Six hardworking trucks—with help from the farm vehicles—have 
work to do in each of the seasons—planting in spring, building a barn 
in the summer, harvesting in fall, and finally tucking the animals in for 
a cozy winter. Construction enthusiasts will love this look at a farm 
through the seasons, and all the rough, tough work there is to do!

Sherri Duskey Rinker and AG Ford, the author-illustrator team behind the New York Times 
bestsellers Construction Site on Christmas Night, Construction Site: Three Cheers for Kid 
McGear!, Construction Site Mission: Demolition!, and Construction Site: Road Crew, Com-
ing Through!, bring their playful rhyming text and vibrant illustrations to another exciting tale 
of teamwork, sure to satisfy construction fans everywhere.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 25 x 24 cm, 40 pages, ages 2 to 4, 785 words, Fall 2022

DIGESTION: THE MUSICAL
By Adam Rex
Illustrated by Laura Park

From beloved duo Adam Rex and Laura Park comes a genuinely ed-
ucational, laugh-out-loud Broadway musical about the epic adven-
ture through the human body, from bite to butt. That’s right: this is 
the process of digestion, as told through a musical with Candy (a 
piece of, well, candy) in the role of the small-town kid who wants to 

make it big. Will she ever achieve her dream of being . . . digested? At once genuinely education-
al and hilarious, this unconventional picture book from the creators of Unstoppable is a comedic 
tour-de-force, conveying real, useful information in the most hilarious, off-beat and totally 
unexpected way possible.  

Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 228.6 x 279.4 mm, 56 pages, full-color images throughout, 1600 words, ages 5 to 8, Fall 2022

THE TWELVE CATS OF CHRISTMAS
By Feather Flores
Illustrated by Carrie Liao

In this festive take on the classic “12 Days of Christmas” song, 
there’s no better gift than twelve affectionate and energetic cats! 
Whether they’re celebrating the holiday season by chasing ribbons, 
shredding paper, or cuddling by a warm fireplace, these sweet and 
mischievous kitties are as endearing as they are adorable. With col-
orful, spirited illustrations by Disney story artist Carrie Liao and a 
text that invites readers to read it (or sing it!) aloud, this charming 

Christmas picture book makes the purrfect holiday gift for cat-lovers of all ages.

Jacketed Hardcover, $15.99, 18 x 20 cm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations, ages 3-5, 800 words, Fall 2022

Through backyards and neighborhoods, 
over mountains, and across oceans 
there is something that ties everyone 
together. Invisible yet undeniable, it 
joins our hearts so that we are never 
truly alone. 

Follow the thread of this reassuring 
story to see how, even in a world as 
vast as ours, there is always a bond 
that connects us to the ones we love–
and to the world we share.

Jacket illustrations * 2021 by Brooke Boyton-Hughes.
Jacket design by Abbie Goveia. 

Manufactured in [Country].
www.chroniclekids.com
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BROOKE BOYNTON-HUGHES is an 

introvert who often finds going out into 

the world and meeting new people anxiety 

inducing. But, she does it anyway because 

the world is full of beautiful and interesting 

people worthy of connection. She writes 

and illustrates children,s books in Fort 

Collins, Colorado, where she lives with 

her husband and twin children. To

 see more of her work please visit 

www.BrookeBoyntonHughes.com.

"This almost wordless book is a perfect 
illustration of how fears can multiply when 
avoided, and how each of us possess the 
power to make them go away." –School 
Library Connection, recommended review

"With its promise of friendship, Brave Molly 
will comfort and encourage young readers."
–Booklist
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DOES A BULLDOZER HAVE A BUTT?
By Derick Wilder, Illustrated by K-Fai Steele

Everyone has a butt. Everything has a butt. And butts are never not 
funny. Over the course of a long walk across a city, our curious main 
character asks her father the always-important question, “Does it 
have a butt?” about a variety of characters, from school buses to 
ghosts to dinosaurs. This book will surely elicit giggles galore in 
parents and kids alike. What we learn on this journey through the 
book, and life, is that each butt, from a zombie’s to a butterfly’s, has 
its own distinctive, and distinctively humorous, quality.

Jacketed Hardcover, $15.99, 241 x 267 mm, 40 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

WHERE THE WEE ONES GO
A Baby Animal Lullaby
By Karen Jameson, Illustrated by Zosienka

When stars are out and moon’s above, where do the wee ones 
go, my love? Where do the wee ones go? 

From the Pacific Ocean to the Australian Outback and the bamboo 
forests of China’s mountains, each baby animal has a warm, safe 
place to fall asleep. Snuggle close like a sweet panda, curl up like 

a cozy koala, and drift off like a drowsy elephant, letting the lush environments and soothing 
bedtime rituals of this gentle animal lullaby lull even the most restless little dreamers into a deep 
and peaceful sleep.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 36 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

THE UPSIDE DOWN HAT
By Stephen Barr, Illustrated by Gracey Zhang

What happens to a boy who has nothing but a hat? Everything. 
When this boy loses all his possessions except his hat, he turns it 
upside down to transform it into everything he needs: a collector of 
waterdrops to drink, a bowl to eat out of, shade from the sun, a cup 
to beg coins from the townspeople. But can it bring back what he 
has lost? In this achingly poignant, deeply profound, timeless fable, 

one boy’s adventure is an exquisite emotional journey from loss, through persistence, to finding 
the most important thing in life: self.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 241 mm, 48 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

TOGETHER WE RIDE 
By Valerie Bolling, Illustrated by Kaylani Juanita

Told in sparse, lyrical language, this story explores a pivotal  
moment in childhood: learning how to ride a bike. A warm portrayal 
of a father/daughter relationship and of learning how to embrace 
the frustrations and excitement that come with any new milestone, 
Together We Ride is a story that will encourage any child to learn 
to ride!

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 241 x 222 mm, 32 pages, full-color images throughout,  
Spring 2022

IS THIS LOVE?
By Cedella Marley
Illustrated by Alea Marley

Bob Marley’s music has captured the hearts and souls of families 
around the world. This sweet adaptation of one of his best loved 
songs is a heartwarming tale of an older child’s love for a younger 
sibling. 
From the moment she sees her baby sister, big sister knows just what 
she’s going to do: love her and treat her right, every day and every 

night. Playing together, watching over her, standing by her through thick and thin . . . big sister 
does it all, because yes, this is love that she’s feeling.
Adapted by Cedella Marley, Bob Marley’s eldest child, and exuberantly illustrated by Alea Marley, 
Is This Love is a joyful ode to the unshakeable love shared by all those who call one another 
family.

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 254 x 244 mm, 36 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 250 words, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2022 

WHEN MOLLY ATE THE STARS
By Joyce Hesselberth

On a cold, clear night, Molly gazes up at the bright stars above, which 
look good enough to eat. If she could reach far enough . . . surely it 
wouldn’t hurt to try just one. Soon Molly has gobbled up each and 
every star, but meanwhile the night has grown cold and dark. Can Molly 
put things right again? Luminous and dreamlike as a falling star, this 
enchantingly illustrated picture book is a modern fable that shares time-
less truths—how the consequences of our actions affect those around 

us, how desire is not always what it seems, and how generosity and friendship glow brightest  
of all.

Jacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 203.2 x 279.4 mm, 44 pages, full-color images throughout, 300 words, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2022

Illustration by Gracey Zhang from The Upside Down Hat Illustration by Joyce Hesselberth from When Molly Ate the Stars 45
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CAN SOPHIE CHANGE THE WORLD?
By Nancy Elizabeth Wallace,
Illustrated by Aura Lewis

It’s Grandpop’s birthday, and he only has one wish: He wants Sophie 
to do a mitzvah—something kind for others. But what exactly does 
that mean? As Sophie shares, teaches, and helps her friends, she 
wonders which of these things counts as a mitzvah. In this explora-
tion of an essential traditional Jewish teaching, Sophie’s efforts to 
grant Grandpop’s wish show that even the smallest acts of kindness 
can truly change the world. With an open heart, unending empathy, 

and a big imagination, Sophie is about to discover that what sounds impossible just might be the 
best way to live life.

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 229 x 279 mm, 32 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022 

ENDLESSLY EVER AFTER
Choose Your Way to Endless Fairy Tale Endings!
By Laurel Snyder, Illustrated by Dan Santat

Grab your basket and your coat. Put on some walking shoes. Turn 
the page, and begin: Which story will you choose? Award-winning 
creators Laurel Snyder and Dan Santat transform a crowd of classic 
tales into an ever-changing, fascinating, laugh-out-loud, decide-
your-own next-step adventure, in which you may find a sleeping 
maiden, waste away in a sticky licorice cage, discover the gold at 
the end of a wild goose chase, and maybe (just maybe) save your-
self—and the day!

Jacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 229 x 305 mm, 92 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

WOVEN OF THE WORLD
By Katey Howes
Illustrated by Dinara Mirtalipova

As rhythmic as the swish of a loom, and as vibrant as a skein of 
brightly dyed wool, this lyrical picture book shares the history and 
practice of weaving through the centuries and around the world, as 
imagined by a young weaver learning her craft. At once a medi-
tation on ancestry and a celebration of a time-honored art, this 
inspiring story gathers together the threads of diverse cultures and 
fascinating histories into a rich and radiant whole.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 228.6 x 279.4 mm, 40 pages, full-color images throughout, 5th 
color PMS, 1500 words, ages 5 to 8, Fall 2022

A BRAVE CAT
By Marianna Coppo

Olivia is an indoor cat—a brave adventurer, a tireless traveler, and a 
fearless explorer who is never afraid. From hunting fierce shoelaces 
to climbing all the way to the top of the bookcase, Olivia’s bravery 
has always been something she could count on. But will it be 
enough to help her face the big, uncertain world outside her home? 
Featuring whimsical, color-drenched art and warm, thoughtful 
prose, this uplifting book proves that courage is not the absence of 

fear—courage is believing in yourself, no matter what.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

JO BRIGHT AND THE SEVEN BOTS
By Deborah Underwood, Illustrated by Meg Hunt

Snow White gets a STELLAR upgrade in this futuristic, feminist 
retelling with a truly inventive heroine! With wit, bravery, and plenty 
of spare circuit boards, Jo will befriend a dragon, foil the queen, 
and build herself a celestially happy ending of her very own. From 
the team that created the acclaimed Interstellar Cinderella and 
Reading Beauty comes another funny and empowering interstel-
lar fairy tale—and another clever princess who engineers her own 
happily-ever-after.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 241 x 267 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

BLACK GIRL RISING 
By Brynne Barnes
Illustrated by Tatyana Fazlalizadeh

Who told you to twirl, Black girl, like curls in your hair? Who told 
you to skip, Black girl, like sparrows in air? Together, Brynne Barnes 
and Tatyana Fazlalizadeh alchemize the great and the terrible of the 
past into the gold of the future in this powerful celebration of Black 
girlhood. Young readers of all backgrounds will be swept away by 

this lyrical exploration of what it means to be Black, female, and absolutely glorious.

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 279.4 x 241.3mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

Black Girl Rising

by  Brynne Barnes       illustrations by Tatyana Fazlalizadeh

NOT
FINAL

NOT
FINAL

$17 .99 U.S./£xx.xx U.K.

When I wonder where I came from,

when I wonder what I’ll be, 

The loom sings out the stories 

that are woven into me.

As rhythmic as the swish of a loom, and as  

vibrant as a skein of brightly dyed wool, this 

lyrical picture book shares the history and 

practice of weaving through the centuries 

and around the world, as imagined by a 

young weaver learning her cra�. At once a 

meditation on ancestry and a celebration of  

a time-honored art, this inspiring story  

gathers together the threads of diverse  

cultures and fascinating histories into a  

rich and radiant whole.

Katey Howes is an author of picture 

books, chapter books, and middle grade 

novels. Formerly a physical therapist 

specializing in brain injury rehabilitation, 

she now divides her time between writing 

for children and raising three ravenous 

readers with her husband in Bucks Coun-

ty, Pennsylvania. You can get to know 

Katey better at www.kateyhowes.com or 

by following her on Twitter @Kateywrites 

or on Instagram @kidlitlove.

Dinara Mirtalipova is a self-taught  

illustrator and designer. Born and raised 

in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, she studied 

Computer Science at the Tashkent  

State University of Economics, but her 

true passion was always patterns and 

illustration. She uses a wide range of  

materials and tools, like carving lino 

blocks, gouache, acrylics and many  

others. She works and lives in Sagamore 

Hills, Ohio. Learn more about Dinara 

at www.mirdinara.com or follow her on 

Instagram @mirdinara.

Jacket illustrations © 2020 by Dinara Mirtalipova.

Jacket design by Jill Turney. 

Manufactured in [Country].

www.chroniclekids.com
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Illustration by Tatyana Fazlalizadeh from Black Girl RisingIllustration by Dinara Mirtalipova from Woven of the World
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HOW TO MAKE A MOUNTAIN
From Geologic Formation to Thriving Habitat in Just 9 
Simple Steps and Only 100 Million Years!
By Amy Huntington, Illustrated by Nancy Lemon

Yes, you too can make a mountain! Do it yourself—start today! 
From shaping peaks and crafting glaciers to nurturing plants and 
animals, the nine simple steps in this do-it-yourself nonfiction 
picture book cover everything readers need to know to make their 
very own mountains. Pack your snacks, load up your gear, and get 
ready for the challenge of a lifetime!

Jacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 229 x 305 mm, 68 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,  
Spring 2022

I LOVE YOU LIKE
By Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar

How do you I love you? The comparisons are endless! I love you 
like pizza loves cheese, like a sailor loves a breeze, and like a lemon 
loves a squeeze. And that’s just the beginning! From the bestselling 
creators of Happiness Is . . . and Me Without You comes an 
irresistible, heartfelt, and humorous ode to love that will delight 
kids and adults every day of the year. This poignant gift book makes 
a memorable keepsake, just right for celebrating any moment of 
affection, big or small.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $9.95, 11 x 15 cm, 60 pages, full-color illustrations, all ages, 300 words, 
Fall 2022

ELEFANTASTIC
A Story of Magic in Five Acts
By Jane Yolen, Illustrated by Brett Helquist

An unlikely—and entirely unforgettable—friendship develops 
between Flora, an elephant calf stolen from her African home, and 
David, the circus impresario and magician who adopts, trains, and 
ultimately liberates her, in this tale freely inspired by actual events. 
With a minimum of language—only twenty words in all—but a 
maximum of inventive, elefantabulous wordplay, Jane Yolen deftly 
reimagines an initially tentative but ultimately unconditional rela-
tionship between a man and an elephant. Brett Helquist not only 

lovingly illuminates this tale with all the excitement and tension, mystery and color of a vintage 
circus poster, but also fully captures the subtle range of emotions of a remarkable and enduring 
elefriendship.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 229 x 279 mm, 48 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

ONE SUN AND COUNTLESS STARS
A Muslim Book of Numbers
By Hena Khan, Illustrated by Mehrdokht Amini

Counting and culture come together in this stunning, engaging 
book that highlights the principles of Islam through the lens of 
numbers.
From one sun to countless stars, this gentle introduction to num-

bers also celebrates the diverse traditions of the Muslim world, encouraging readers young and 
old to reflect upon—and count—their many blessings.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 229 mm, 32 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

ONE BOY WATCHING 
By Grant Snider

Every morning, one boy watches…
for two bright headlights,
three big steps up,
four rusty cars,
and infinite wonders to see along the way!

Climb on board Bus Number Four as it travels along country roads and city streets, past train 
tracks and farm fields. Through the window, countless details rush by, just waiting to be noticed. 
What will you see today? In this lyrical tribute to long rides and curious minds, author Grant 
Snider celebrates the extraordinary found within the ordinary, the fascinating hiding within the 
familiar, and the world of discovery awaiting all those who watch and wonder.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 241 mm, 60 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

LITTLE WONDER
By Claire Keane

A love letter from a mother to her child accompanies him on a 
journey of unbelievable fantasies. A young boy’s day under the 
sea starts out like many before it, but he soon finds himself on an 
uncharted path full of breathtaking adventures, exciting twists and 
turns, and unexpected friends. Instead of fearing the unknown, he 
is encouraged to embrace it—to recognize opportunities to laugh, 
learn, and explore uncharted waters with an open mind. With an 
imagination stronger than the tide, and a mama’s love deeper than 

the ocean itself, Little Wonder can do anything he believes in.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 241 x 267 mm, 40 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

how to make a 

MOUNTAIN
in Just 9 Simple Steps

and Only 100 Million Years!

By  
Amy Huntington

Illustrated by  
Nancy Lemon

Illustration by Claire Keane from Little Wonder
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THE SNAIL
By Emily Hughes

Itsamu Noguchi was a Japanese American artist who gave light to 
the world. Being mixed-race, Noguchi doesn’t feel he fits in any-
where, so he calls himself a snail, capable of retreating into his cre-
ative shell when the world won’t embracehim. Through his art, the 
snail can shape, hold, and create light of his own. Told with a lyrical 
energy that contrasts both the light and the dark in Noguchi’s
life, this story will connect with admirers of the natural world, art 
lovers,and anyone who knows what it’s like to feel alone. Packed 

with emotion and encompassing personal isolation, internment, and a reverence for nature, this 
book demonstrates the power of art and history in the struggle for identity.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 203 x 254 mm, 96 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

ONLY THE BEST
The Exceptional Life and Fashion of Ann Lowe
By Kate Messner and Margaret E. Powell,  
illustrated by Erin Robinson

A careful snip, a delicate fold. Fabric the color of new petals. 
Skirts that flare like upside-down blossoms. A garden bursts into 
bloom! There is no “good enough.” For Ann, only the best will do. 
Award-winning author Kate Messner, costume historian Margaret E. 
Powell, and fashion designer and illustrator Erin Robinson tell the 
powerful story of the ground-breaking Ann Lowe, who grew up in 
a small Alabama dress shop and became the first nationally known 
African American fashion designer. Sought after by millionaires and 

movie stars, her designs walked the red carpet and graced the wedding of Senator John F. Ken-
nedy and Jacqueline Bouvier. At a time when the world around her thought African Americans 
deserved no more than second-class treatment, Ann expects no less of herself, and no less for
herself, than the best.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 23 x 30 cm, 56 pages, ages 5-8, 3736 words, Fall 2022

Non-Fiction

SEEN AND UNSEEN
Dorothea Lange, Toyo Miyatake and Ansel Adams 
photograph the Japanese American Incarceration  
By Elizabeth Partridge and Lauren Tamaki

Three months after the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, President 
Roosevelt ordered the incarceration of all Japanese and Japanese 
Americans living on the west coast. At Manzanar, an incarcera-
tion camp in the California desert, three photographers set out to 
document life in the camp: Dorothea Lange, Toyo Miyatake, and 
Ansel Adams. This remarkable work of nonfiction weaves together 
photo documentation, first-hand accounts, and stunning original art 

to examine the history, heartbreak, and injustice of Japanese incarceration, and the lens through 
which we remember.

Jacketed Hardcover, $21.99, 203.2 x 254 mm, 132 pages, full-color images throughout, 5000 words, ages 8 to 12, Fall 2022 

OVER AND UNDER THE WAVES
By Kate Messner, illustrated by Chris Neal

Over the waves, the sea lions bark and seagulls wheel and call. The 
bay is smooth and bright in the sun. But under the waves, there’s 
a whole hidden forest—of whales and wolf eels, sardines and sea 
bass, leopard sharks and luminous jellies—as well as the waving 
kelp that shelters them all. Discover the magical depths of the kelp 
forest, and all the fascinating creatures living just a paddle’s length 
away—over and under the waves.

Jacketed Hardcover, $18.99, 20 x 30 cm, 60 pages, ages 5-8, 2092 words, Fall 2022

“The truth was that the government we trusted,

the country we loved, the nation to which we pledged loyalty,

had betrayed us, had turned against us. Our natural human feelings of rage,

fear, and helplessness were turned inward and buried.” 

—AMY IWASAKI MASS

$0 0 .0 0  U.S./ £0 0 .0 0  U.K.

DOROTHEA LANGE,  TOYO MIYATAKE, AND ANSEL ADAMS
PHOTOGRAPH THE JAPANESE AMERICAN INCARCERATION

ELIZABETH PARTRIDGE 
is the acclaimed author of more than a dozen books 
for young readers, including biographies of Dorothea 
Lange, Woody Guthrie, and John Lennon. Her books 
have received many honors, including National Book 
Award Finalist, Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, Los 
Angeles Times Book Prize, ALA Michael L. Printz Hon-
or, SCBWI Golden Kite Award, and the Jane Addams 
Children’s Book Award. 

The goddaughter of Dorothea Lange, Elizabeth grew 
up surrounded by Dorothea’s photographs. She al-
ways knew her godmother wanted to bear witness to 
important and difficult times in American history with 
her camera. Dorothea’s photograph of a grandfather, 
Torazo Sakawye, carrying  his young grandson on his 
shoulders down a dusty, Manzanar street, inspired 
Elizabeth to begin writing this book, which seeks to 
illuminate the stories behind the photos.

Visit her online at elizabethpartridge.com.

LAUREN TAMAKI 
is a Canadian illustrator living in New York. Her clients 
include The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, 
Pentagram, Penguin, The New Yorker and Disney, and 
her work has been recognized by Society of Illustra-
tors, Society of News Design, AI-AP and the National 
Magazine Awards.

Having grown up in Calgary as a 4th generation Jap-
anese Canadian, Lauren was inspired by this project 
to learn more about her grandparents, who both had 
experiences with incarceration camps in British Co-
lumbia. Through her research, she discovered that her 
grandfather used his law degree to fight for the rights 
of incarcerated Japanese Canadians after they were 
released. Connecting with her family’s history has 
been a source of pride for Lauren, as she brought the 
experiences of incarcerated people to life in the 
pages of this book.

 Visit her online at laurentamaki.com.

Jacket illustrations © 2022 by Lauren Tamaki.
Jacket design by Lauren Tamaki and Lydia Ortiz. 
Manufactured in China.

www.chroniclekids.com

Three months after the attack on Pearl Harbor 
in 1941, President Roosevelt ordered the  
incarceration of all Japanese and Japanese Amer-
icans living on the West Coast. Families, teachers, 
farm workers—all were ordered to leave behind 
their homes, their businesses, and everything they 
owned. They were forced to live in incarceration 
camps, under hostile conditions, their futures un-
certain. How did they endure it? How did they cre-
ate lives for themselves behind barb wire fences?

At Manzanar, an incarceration camp in the 
California desert, three photographers set 
out to document life in the camp.

DOROTHEA LANGE, a photogra-
pher from San Francisco best known for her haunting 
Depression-era photos. Dorothea was hired by the 
U.S. government to document the conditions of the 
camps. Deeply critical of the policy, she wanted her 
photos to shed light on the harsh reality of incarceration.

TOYO MIYATAKE, a Japanese-born,
Los Angeles-based photographer who lent his artistic 
eye to photographing dancers, athletes, and events 
in the Japanese community. Imprisoned at Manzanar, 
he devised a way to smuggle in photographic equip-
ment, determined to document what was really go-
ing on inside the barbed wire confines of the camp.

ANSEL ADAMS,  an acclaimed land-
scape photographer and environmentalist. Hired by 
the director of the camp at Manzanar, Ansel hoped 
his carefully curated photographs would demon-
strate to the rest of America the cheerfulness and 
resilience of those in the camps.

THREE PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Three perspectives. And through the lenses of  
their cameras, three different views of one bitter 
chapter of American history.

In this remarkable work of nonfiction, Elizabeth  
Partridge and Lauren Tamaki weave together photo 
documentation, first-hand accounts, and stunning 
original art to examine the history, heartbreak, and 
injustice of Japanese incarceration.
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By Kate Messner and Margaret E. Powell
Illustrated by Erin Robinson

�e Exceptional  
Life and Fashion of 

Ann Lowe

Illustration by Chris Neal from Over and Under the Waves Illustration by Erin Robinson from Only the Best
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Board Books

GOLDEN DOMES AND SILVER LANTERNS
A Muslim Book of Colors
By Hena Khan, Illustrated by Mehrdokht Amini

With breathtaking illustrations and informative text, Golden Domes 
and Silver Lanterns magnificently captures the world of Islam, 
celebrating its beauty and traditions for even the youngest readers. 
From a red prayer rug to a blue hijab, readers will learn about a 

different color of the Muslim world on each spread, with a young Muslim girl and her family as a 
guide. Sure to inspire questions and observations about world religions and cultures, it is equally 
at home in a classroom reading circle as it is being read to a child on
a parent’s lap.

Board Book, $7.99, 203 x 165 mm, 24 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

PIGS ARE PREPARED
By Hans Wilhelm, Illustrated by Erica Salcedo

These little pigs are ready for anything! Open the book’s cover to 
help the piggies find their way, and then join them in their adven-
turous, fun-filled day. From wearing sunscreen and water wings 
when they go swimming, to packing the perfect picnic for a sunny 
day, to sporting helmets when they ride their bikes, these little 
pigs know exactly what to bring to make every moment safe—and 
special.

Novelty Board Book, $9.99, 165 x 165 mm, 14 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2022

MADE WITH LOVE: PIZZA!
By Lea Redmond
Illustrated by Flora Waycott

Let’s make a pizza! Can you guess each ingredient as it’s added? 
Soon the pizza will be ready to eat—overflowing with tasty toppings 
and piping hot, fresh out of the oven! 
Artfully drizzled in Lea Redmond’s fun-loving guessing game and 
topped with mouth-watering illustrations from Flora Waycott, this 
beautifully designed board book is stacked with treats for hungry 

young readers. With each turn of these books’ thick pages, discover a new topping that will make 
this “dish” even more delicious. Celebrate a classic family tradition with this appetizing board 
book infused with Lea Redmond’s signature sweetness.

Board book, $9.99, 127 x 127 mm in diameter, full-color illustrations, ages 0-3, 10 pages, 200 words, Fall 2022

TRAINBOW 
By Nina Laden 

Look what is coming down the track. It’s the Trainbow! 
Nina laden is the author-illustrator of many books, including Peek-a 
Who? which has sold nearly 2 million copies and which Scholastic 
Parent & Child magazine listed as “100 of the 100 Greatest Books 
for Kids. In this die-cut book she introduces the very youngest 
readers to all the colors of the rainbow and all the excitement of 
trains.  An exciting combination in book that perfect for storytime 
and playtime.  All aboard!

Board Book, $8.99, 203 1/2 x 190 mm, 6 spreads, full-color illustrations, ages 0-3, 120 words, Fall 2021 

Activity & Special Formats

I TAKE CARE OF MY KITTEN
Happy Pets 
By Michael Slack

Let’s play with kitten!
This book from the First Pets series introduces readers to caring for 
a kitten. Give your kitten toys, feed your kitten, and watch your kit-
ten purr with the help of durable pull-tabs in this interactive board 
book. For cat-families or kids wanting a kitten, this playful book will 
show readers the joy of caring for a first pet. 

Novelty board book, $14.99, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 14 pages, full-color images throughout, 185 words, Fall 2022

I TAKE CARE OF MY PUPPY
Happy Pets 
By Michael Slack

Let’s take care of puppy!
Discover the joy of having a puppy with this interactive board book 
that teaches little ones how to take care of a pet. Feed puppy, brush 
its fur, and take a walk around the block with the help of durable 
push-tabs. Learn to play and show love to a pet with this book in 
the Happy Pets series that will delight families with pets or young 

readers who want their own pet.

Novelty board book, $14.99, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 14 pages, full-color images throughout, 185 words, Fall 2022 

THE FRIENDSHIP CAROUSEL
By Suzy Ultman

Hop on board! Are you ready to ride? Part board book, part toy, 
one hundred percent delightful. Suzy Ultman once again delivers 
endearing illustrations in an imaginative format. Young readers will 
open this book’s thick, chunky pages to see humans and critters 
join together in this enchanting display of camaraderie and affec-
tion. Equal parts picturesque and playful, the carousel format—tied 
with a ribbon closure—will enhance the reading experience with ir-
resistible tactility. For parents and children alike, this is a warm and 
inviting representation of friendship, community, and togetherness.

Novelty board book, $12.99, 101.6 x 203.2 mm, 14 pages, full-color images throughout,  
65 words, ages 0 to 3, Fall 2022 

Illustrations by Michael Slack from I Take Care of My Puppy and I Take Care of My Kitten
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CONSTRUCTION SITE GETS A FRIGHT!
A Halloween Lift-the-Flap Book
By Sherri Duskey Rinker
Illustrated by AG Ford

Happy Halloween, Construction Site! On a dark and windy 
Halloween night, the trucks are ready for bedtime. But with tricks 
and treats on their minds, the familiar construction site starts to 
seem a little . . . eerie! Lift the flaps to turn spooky scares into silly 
surprises, as the trucks are reassured that their site is safe and 
sound—and learn that laughing with friends is the best way to make 

any fright night fun.

Board book with flaps, $12.99, 177.8 x 177.8 mm, 16 pages, full-color images throughout, 250 words, ages 2 to 4, Fall 2022 

CONSTRUCTION SITE: SPRING DELIGHT
An Easter Lift-the-Flap Book
By Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by AG Ford

Celebrate Easter with the construction crew from the bestselling 
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site series! It’s a sunny day 
at the construction site, and everywhere they look, the trucks find 
signs of spring—and brand-new friends. Lift the flaps to reveal 
baby animals, blooming flowers, and a special Easter surprise. With 
bestselling author Sherri Duskey Rinker’s lovable rhyming text and 

heartwarming illustrations by AG Ford, this interactive springtime tale will bring smiles to big 
truck fans and their families year after year.

Cased Board Book, $12.99, 178 x 178 mm, 16 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, flaps, foil on cover, Spring 2022

HEAD, SHOULDERS, KNEES, AND TOES
BEGINNING BABY

The beloved song “Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes” comes to 
life in this adorable adaptation. The Beginning Baby animal friends 
exercise and sing together, and babies are encouraged to find their 
heads, shoulders, knees, and toes right along with them.

Board Book, $7.99, 177.8 x 177.8 mm, 20 pages, full-color illustrations, 90 words, ages 0 to 3,  

Spring 2022

YOU’RE A HELPER!
BEGINNING BABY

It’s a busy day for the Beginning Baby animal friends, and they 
could use some help! In You’re a Helper, baby can push the 
embedded slides to help Paisley the octopus water plants, Layla 
the llama find a crayon, Mia the monkey put away toys, and other 
characters with their activities around the house. It all ends with a 
hug for Mateo the red panda, who needs one after getting  
an ouchie. 

Novelty Board Book, $7.99, 177.8 x 177.8 mm, 14 pages, full-color illustrations, 150 words, ages 0 to 3, Spring 2022

LITTLE WILD ANIMAL HUGS
By Hans Wilhelm
Illustrated by Wednesday Kirwan

Little wild animal pals love to give hugs! And with so many ways to 
mix and match their hugs, there’s even more to love! Readers will 
delight in turning the pages to pair up ten adorable wild animals 
as they hug each other in this interactive board book. Featuring 
die-cut pages that may be read in any order, this playful book is just 

right for reading aloud, making animal sounds, and celebrating the sweetness of hugs!

Novelty Board Book, $9.99, 16.5 x 16.5 cm, 12 pages, full-color illustrations, ages 2-4, 40 words, Fall 2022

A KIT STORY
By Kristen Tracy, Illustrated by Alison Farrell

A fresh, adorable take on Richard Scarry’s I Am a Bunny. See the 
world through a kit’s eyes in this charming book about finding your 
place in the world. Over the course of four seasons, Kit comes of 
age in the forest. In spring, she gambols. In summer, she sneaks and 
slinks. In autumn, she races. But with her mama, she will always 
be a little kit. Kristen Tracy’s text is timeless and nostalgic, and 
Alison Farrell’s art is quirky and fresh, pairing together for a perfect 
treatment of a perennial favorite: baby animals.

Board Book, $9.99, 152 x 229 mm, 22 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

CRINKLE BELLS!
By Jay Fleck

It’s Christmas Eve, and all the decorations are settling down for 
bedtime¬, except for a pair of noisy bells! Will these two tinkling 
ornaments be too tired to welcome Christmas Day? Sing along with 
this holiday favorite set to the tune of Jingle Bells, and touch the 
special material on each page to make a crackly, crinkly sound, 
before wishing these bells a jolly goodnight and a very merry 
Christmas! This delightfully festive board book will have even the 

most excited little ones ready to settle down and get some rest before Christmas morning dawns.

Board Book, $8.99, 152 x 152 mm, 10 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, die-cut cover, crinkle paper treatment, 163 words,  
ages 0 to 3, Fall 2022

CRINKLE, CRINKLE, LITTLE CAR
By Jay Fleck

A noisy little car zooms through the quiet night sky, waking the 
stars and moon. Will this mischievous traveler ever quiet down for 
bedtime? With sturdy board pages and a crinkly paper treatment 
creating touch-and-feel sound effects, this playful twist on a classic 
nursery song is a goodnight favorite that’s sure to soothe even the 
most wide-awake little ones to a peaceful—and quiet!—bedtime.

Board Book, $8.99, 152 x 152 mm, 10 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, die-cut cover, 
crinkle paper treatment, Spring 2022
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THE BIG GREEN GARAGE 
By Jen Arena, Illustrated by Mike Dutton

Got a cycle?
Got a van?
We can fix it.
’Course we can!
Lift flaps, pull tabs, and turn wheels to fix vehicles in
the Big Green Garage!
With 10 spreads of durable levers and gears, readers
will tow a car, check the tires, fix the muffler, and
more, side by side with the talented mechanics of the Big Green 

Garage. In the Big Green Garage, even cars have fun. And so will you, with 15 moveable  
pieces inside!

Cased Board Book with push-pull tabs, $19.99, 254 x 203 mm, 24 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

TARO GOMI’S COLOR & COUNTING FRIENDS WOODEN 
BALANCING PLAYSET
By Taro Gomi

Stack, learn, and play with colorful characters created by beloved 
artist Taro Gomi! Ten sturdy wooden figures are the perfect play-
mates for babies and toddlers, who will delight in stacking them, 
placing them in rows, and engaging in free play. Just the right size 
for little hands, each cheerful character sports a brightly colored 
outfit and a number, ideal for boosting dexterity, fine motor skills, 
and early learning concepts. Offering countless ways to stack and 
arrange, this charming wooden playset makes a perfect gift, sure to 

become a favorite of little ones and their families!

Wooden Balancing Playset, $19.99, 17 x 23 x 2 cm, 10 wooden, shaped blocks, full-color, ages 1-5, Fall 2022

LIFE LOG
TRACK YOUR LIFE WITH INFOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES
By Lea Redmond
Illustrated by Andrea Tsurumi

Collect data from your everyday activities and learn to recognize 
the extraordinary patterns all around you! 

Can you remember all your dreams? Can you predict how long 
it will take you to spot 250 smiles? Personalize these colorful 

and quirky diagrams, charts, and graphs as you keep track of the most curious and remarkable 
elements of your everyday life. Not only a robust and hands-on tutorial on infographics, this 
activity book also invites you to be present, to notice, and to reflect upon the vast world around 
you—and inside of you—inevitably leading to new insights. Log your own unique, one-of-a-kind 
life, and add the extra to the ordinary!

Paperback Journal with die-cut cover, $14.99, 203 x 229 mm, 96 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

Young readers, Chapter Books, Middle Grade and YA

DOG AND HAT
By Darin Shuler

Dog and Hat are two of the best friends you could ever hope to 
meet—they are practically inseparable. When the dots on Dog’s 
favorite shirt get lost down a storm drain, it’s up to him and Hat to 
wander through the twisting, echoing underbelly of the city to find 
them. As they navigate the labyrinth of the sewers, they encounter 
a dark but vast new world to explore, unforeseen dangers, and 
help in unexpected places. By the end of their whimsical journey, 
readers will see magic, humor, and curiosities abound when this 
daringly weird dynamic duo embark on a wonderfully strange and 

funny adventure together.

Jacketed Hardcover, $14.99, 178 x 235 mm, 80 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2022

YOUR TOILET IS SPYING ON YOU
& Other Fake News, Conspiracies and Lies
By Elise Gravel  

If I told you that peanuts give you super strength, unicorns were 
discovered on the moon and  Martians invaded New Jersey, would 
you believe me?  I hope not, because none of that is true!  In this 
hilarious, yet informative book, Elise Gravel brings her kid-accessible 
wit and quirky illustrations to the increasingly important subject 
of media literacy.   In it, she breaks down what fake news is, why 
people spread it, and how to tell what is real and what isn’t.  And 
that’s the truth!

Jacketed Hardcover, $14.99, X x X mm, 104 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 3000 words, ages 8 to 12, Fall 2022

AUDREY L AND AUDREY W: TRUE CREATIVE TALENTS
By Carter Higgins Illustrated by Jennifer K. Mann

This bighearted, laugh-out-loud chapter book will resonate with 
any young reader who’s ever felt overlooked, second-best, or 
defined by an initial. Audrey L and Audrey W were destined to be 
friends. But when Room 19 switches seating order, she and Audrey 
W are separated by a whole classroom—and from where Audrey 
L’s sitting, it looks like Audrey W is having a grand old time with 
. . . Bettina! Can Audrey L welcome a change in her newfound 
classroom best friend? Or is this the beginning of the end? The 
second book in the Audrey L and Audrey W series, this all-too-

authentic story breathes great gusto into the joys and pitfalls of elementary school drama.   

Jacketed Hardcover, $14.99, 139.7 x 184.15 mm, 124 pages, black and white illustrations throughout, age 6 to 9, 18,600 words,  
Fall 2022 
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If I told you that peanuts give 

you super strength, unicorns 

were discovered on the moon, 

and Martians invaded New 

Jersey, would you believe me? 

In this hilarious, yet fact-filled book, Elise 

Gravel uses her kid-friendly wit and quirky 

illustration style to break down what fake 

news is, why people spread it, and how to 

tell what is real and what isn't. And that's 

the truth!

 I hope not, 

because none 

of that is 

true! 

ELISE GRAVEL is an award-

winning author-illustrator from 

Quebec, Canada. You can find 

more about her on her website: 

elisegravel.com.

$14.99 U.S./£xx.xx U.K.
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THE CALLERS
By Kiah Thomas

In Elipsom, the ability to call, or conjure objects, is a crucial 
skill—but Quin doesn’t have the gift. In a moment of frustration, 
instead of summoning an object, Quin makes something disappear. 
He discovers that the objects Callers bring into their world aren’t 
conjured at all, but whisked away from a people who have had their 
lives slowly stolen from them. Now Quin must team up with Allie, 
a girl determined to stop this unfair practice, and decide whether 
he should remain loyal to his family or betray them—and save the 
world. Arresting, fast paced, and thought provoking, this nonstop 
adventure explores our relationship to consumerism, our exploita-

tion of natural resources, colonialism, and the consequences of wanting more than we need.

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 143 x 206 mm, 288 pages, Spring 2022

LOWRIDERS TO THE RESCUE
By Cathy Camper, Illustrated by Raúl the Third

Nothing is normal in the Lowriders’ town. The Business Association 
is tearing down local shops in favor of a brand-new development. 
And the monarchs who migrate at this time of year are nowhere to 
be seen. When Sokar, a beautiful young butterfly, bikes into town 
with a broken wing, she has scary news to report: A dangerous 
wildfire has stranded the monarchs. How can the Lowriders save 
their town—and their friends? Humor, Spanish, and lowriders 
collide in this rollicking journey through the bumpy terrain of new 
friends, climate change, and standing up for what you believe in. 
¡Vámonos!

Jacketed Hardcover and simultaneous Paperback, $22.99 HC, $9.99 PB, 184 x 235 mm, 124 pages, full-color images throughout,  
Spring 2022

BENBEE BOOK 3
By K.A. Holt

In this third installment of K.A. Holt’s hilarious and heartfelt Kids 
Under the Stairs series, Jordan, a boy with ADHD and a passion 
for choreography, takes center stage.  Jordan is smart and earnest, 
goofy and considerate, the kind of boy that can’t help but speak his 
mind. This year, Jordan begins to embrace his love of dance, leading 
him to join the cheerleading team, and eventually to try out for his 
favorite dance television show. But as Jordan’s interests begin to 
cross the social boundaries of what is typically expected of boys, he 
will have to ask himself what he wants, who supports him, and who 
he has to look up to. This latest addition to Holt’s novel-in-verse 
cycle is a funny, warm tribute to friendship, school, and videogames 

that celebrates different types of intelligence and encourages even the most reluctant reader to 
embrace their own unique self.  

Jacketed Hardcover, $16.99, 142.87 x 206.37 mm, 342 pages, 35,000 words, ages 8 to 12, Fall 2022 

SEEING GENDER

By Iris Gotlieb

In this vibrant book, queer author and artist Iris Gottlieb visually 
explores gender in all of its complexities, answering questions and 
providing guidance while also mining history and pop culture for the 
stories and people who have shaped the conversation on gender.

Informed by Gottlieb’s personal experiences, and now with a new 
foreword by National Book Award Winner Kacen Callendar, this 
deeply researched and brilliantly rendered book demystifies this 

fluid topic at a critical time. For LGBTQIA+ people, Seeing Gender offers a space for self-explo-
ration, giving comfort, advice, and reassurance in the sometimes confusing process of navigating 
one’s identity. For allies, this book is an essential tool for understanding and thoughtfully par-
ticipating in this necessary cultural conversation. Whatever one’s position, Seeing Gender is a 
must-read people who are passionate about changing the way we see and talk about gender and 
sexuality in the twenty-first century. 

Paperback, $19.99, 203.2 x 254 mm, 208 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 4643 words, ages 14 and up, Spring 2022

CHARLIE AND MOUSE ARE MAGIC
By Laurel Snyder, illustrated by Emily Hughes

Join Charlie and Mouse as they: mix up a potion, disappear, bring 
some animals to dinner, and make some (but not all) wishes come 
true. Charlie and Mouse are stirring up some magic! Join the fun in 
these four short stories of two irrepressible brothers—full of humor, 
imagination, and heart.

Jacketed Hardcover, $14.99, 19 x 21 cm, 40 pages, ages 6-9, 980 words, Fall 2022

FOX + CHICK: UP AND DOWN
Book 4
By Sergio Ruzzier

Using sly humor and companionable warmth, Sergio Ruzzier deftly 
captures the adventures of two seemingly opposite friends. Three 
stories told in comic book–panel form will entice emerging readers, 
while the luminous watercolors and spare text will be equally 
engaging for picture book audiences.

Jacketed Hardcover, $14.99, 191 x 229 mm, 56 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,  
Spring 2022

OPTIONED: Catalan, French, Italian, Korean Spanish

Illustration by Sergio Ruzzier from Fox + Chick: Up and Down
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FRONT COUNTRY
By Sara St. Antoine

My Side of The Mountain meets Greta Thunberg in this heartfelt, 
accessible novel about one girl’s burgeoning awareness of herself, 
the world, and the inextricable relationship between the two. 

Focused 8th grader Ginny has just learned that the world is on 
fire. Climate change is ruining everything and there’s nothing she 
can do about it, so what do her grades, tennis, and college matter? 
But when Ginny’s confused parents decide to send her to a camp 
in Montana for the summer, her excitement about communing 
with nature shatters. She has arrived at “Rebound Adventures,” a 

program designed to get kids who have gone off the rails back on track. The only girl in a group 
of five boys, Ginny struggles to find her place in Rebound. But as her friendships with her fellow 
campers deepen around the campfire, she starts to see other sides of them—and of herself. 
Navigating the trails and the trials of the back country, Ginny might find just what she needs to 
face the front country again.

Jacketed Hardcover, $17.99, 143 x 206 mm, 320 pages, 65,000 words, ages 10 and up, Fall 2022

Sara St. Antoine
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